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pReface
 
the Arts Council/An Comhairle ealaion was founded in 1951, and has a long tradition of 
supporting contemporary music. from its earliest days, it was among the few organisations 
in the state that commissioned new works from irish composers. since the 1970s the Arts 
Council has also supported performance of new music. the 1980s saw one of the most 
significant developments for contemporary music when the Arts Council established the 
Contemporary music Centre. in more recent times, the Council has developed a suite of 
awards open to individual composers. these include commissions, bursaries, professional 
development and training, projects, travel, residencies, fellowships and other awards. the 
Arts Council has extended its support of performance and has also funded many venues, 
promoters, festivals, resource organisations and local authority arts offices to undertake 
adventurous contemporary music programming.

despite these developments, however, anecdotal evidence suggests that national policy 
for contemporary music has been uneven and that significant gaps in provision remain. 
many in the sector have looked to the Arts Council to adopt a more strategic vision for the 
development of contemporary music.

in response, the strategy and policy committee of the Arts Council commissioned a review 
of contemporary music to be undertaken in 2005. the purpose of the study was to review 
current public supports; to investigate the requirements of contemporary music in a national 
and international context, and to identify key areas for strategic development in contemporary 
music. Graham devlin Associates carried out the review on behalf of the Arts Council.

two documents have emanated from the review process. this detailed report on the review 
process and findings, Contemporary Music Review, presents an overview of the contemporary 
music sector, an in-depth analysis of Arts Council funding of the sector, and stakeholders’ 
perspectives on its development. details on selected international comparisons are also 
presented, together with overall conclusions.

A separate document, Summary Findings and Strategic Development Issues report is a digest 
of the Contemporary Music Review report, and proposes areas for strategic development 
based on the review findings. these proposals are comprehensive in their nature and are 
intended to aid the Arts Council as it moves towards a strategic response for contemporary 
music. 
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executive SummaRy

intRoduCtion

the findings from a review of the contemporary music sector are presented in this report. the review 
was commissioned by the Arts Council in 2005 and undertaken by Graham devlin Associates. the 
aim of the study was to review policy and grant programmes in support of contemporary music; 
to conduct an assessment of needs for irish contemporary music in a national and international 
context and to set out key issues for strategic development of the sector in ireland. the review 
process included extensive consultation with individual practitioners, practitioner organisations and 
other stakeholders, in ireland and internationally, through a combination of postal survey, and 
telephone and face-to-face interviews. 

stRuCtuRe of the ContempoRARy musiC seCtoR

the sector comprises individual composers, performers, orchestras, ensembles, chamber groups, 
festivals, promoters and resource organisations. Contemporary music is included in the repertoire of 
three orchestras, five ensembles and a number of chamber groups in ireland. there are four specific 
contemporary music festivals and four others that include a strong contemporary music element. 
professional training in performance is provided through a number of third-level institutions, including 
institutes of technology and universities. the contemporary music sector receives support from the 
Arts Council and local authorities. the Contemporary music Centre (CmC) and the Association of 
irish Composers are resource organisations for the sector; both have primarily an information role 
but CmC is active also in promotion and recording.

ARts CounCil poliCy And fundinG 

Arts Council policy on contemporary music is currently developing and will be informed by the 
findings of this review. the Arts Council allocated revenue funding ofa565,000 in 2005 to seven 
organisations dedicated to contemporary music, over half of which was allocated to the Contemporary 
music Centre. funding of three million euro was allocated to a further twelve organisations whose 
activities include significant contemporary music; these included the irish Chamber orchestra, 
music network and the national Chamber Choir. bursaries and commissions were the main support 
mechanisms for individual artists in the contemporary music sector in 2005. A review of funding 
and awards shows that contemporary music information and archiving are funded by the Council 
at a much higher level than are performance and production.

stAkeholdeR peRspeCtives on CuRRent suppoRts

Arts Council funding is important to practitioners. however, practitioners express concern with the 
levels of funding and generally view the size of awards as inadequate and insufficient to cover the 
costs of commissioning and producing. larger-size awards are considered necessary to facilitate 
longer-term planning, commissioning and increased rehearsal time by practitioner organisations. 
Audience resistance and lack of consistent promotion are identified as sector barriers. the 
Commissions Award, while valued, is viewed as too competitive; a specific commission allocation 
for contemporary music is proposed. 

practitioners are generally satisfied with the current level and quality of provision of contemporary 
music information and advice, archiving and documentation services. there are particularly high 
levels of dissatisfaction with current performance opportunities in ireland, with publishing, recording 
and distribution systems, and with employment in the contemporary music sector. there is also 
dissatisfaction with the range of ensembles and their repertoire, and the current levels 
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of opportunities for formal education and training. further development support is considered 
necessary in each of these areas to develop both the sector and its audiences.

inteRnAtionAl CAse studies

A review of aspects of state support for contemporary music in six european countries indicated 
strong commitment to development of the sector through a variety of policy approaches and 
support mechanisms. examples of initiatives and good practice identified include: a dedicated 
fund for contemporary music commissions (holland); significant local authority and city funding 
for professional orchestras and concerts (holland, finland, norway); extensive support for music 
education of performers and composers (finland and norway); organisations and centres dedicated 
specifically to promotion of contemporary music (holland and denmark); significant financial support 
for bursaries, residencies, professional development and touring (england, scotland); purpose-built 
concert halls (holland, england); targeted support for publications and recording (holland); cross-
party political support (scotland).

seCtoR development needs

stakeholders identified a wide range of needs to be addressed for future development of the 
contemporary music sector in ireland. these related primarily to public policy and funding; supports 
for composers, performers and performances; promotion and marketing; education and outreach, 
and changes to Arts Council funding mechanisms.

specific suggestions made to address perceived deficits in current public policy and support included: 
policy and advocacy initiatives to raise the sector’s profile  and counter negative public perceptions 
about contemporary music; support for publication projects and recordings, including development 
of a music portal; increased supports for performance and production, including the provision 
of a specific building for contemporary music/arts events in dublin. more pro-active promotion 
of contemporary music concerts abroad; increased continuing training opportunities including 
workshops and master-classes for performers, contemporary music marketing and pR training for 
managers; support for increased networking opportunities was also suggested.

stRAteGy development

the review findings indicate that public policy and support for contemporary music in ireland to date 
has often been reactive rather than strategic. Review of international experience demonstrates that 
strategic commitment to a broad range of policy approaches and initiatives is integral to effective 
development of a contemporary music sector. A comprehensive and integrated strategy is required 
to foster future development of the contemporary music sector in ireland. six key areas should be 
prioritised and targeted in a development strategy for the sector, as follows:

 • support for performers (including ensembles), composers, and promoters
 • advocacy for, and promotion of, contemporary music 
 • recording and publication
 • audience development
 • music education
 • policy, partnership development and Arts Council practice.
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Section �: intRoduCtion 
 

�.� intRoduCtion

this chapter presents first the review background, objectives and scope. the methodology used 
and the structure of the report are then outlined.

�.� bACkGRound to Review

the Arts Council commissioned a review of contemporary music in ireland in April 2005. the 
background to the study, set out by the Arts Council in the terms of Reference, was as follows:

“A central objective of the Arts Council is the fostering of a dynamic contemporary arts environment. 
In music the Arts Council supports this aim by the provision of grants to key individuals and 
organisations. An array of awards and schemes is available to individual creative artists, while 
support is also offered to organisations ranging from performing ensembles, venues, festivals and 
events to resource and service bodies and local authorities.

While the Arts Council has devised and operated a number of arts plans and policy statements, there 
has never been a clear policy directed at contemporary music. Funding decisions have been made 
without an evidence base on which to analyse the impact of supports to artists and organisations. 
The Arts Council now wishes to undertake a review of its policies and grant programming in the 
area of contemporary music, and to assess the impact of these positions on the sector.

The Arts Council wishes to work towards a developed understanding of the needs of the 
contemporary music sector. While composers and performers often point to international 
experience and good practice, there is currently no evidence base upon which to make a clear 
statement about the range of needs and the priorities of the needs of the Irish contemporary 
music community. The Arts Council now requires the findings of a needs assessment to ensure 
responsive supports for the contemporary music sector.

The Arts Council now wishes to devise a set of responsive recommendations that will guide it in its 
policy and grant programme positions towards the development and sustainability of a dynamic 
contemporary music environment”.

�.3 obJeCtives of Review

the broad aim of the study was to review policy and grant programmes in support of contemporary 
music; to conduct a needs assessment for irish contemporary music in a national and international 
context and to outline issues for strategic development of the sector in ireland.

the specific objectives of the review were to:

 • appraise Arts Council policy and funding programmes in support of 
    contemporary music in ireland.

 • conduct needs assessment through consultation with key informants, in order to 
   identify issues and establish priorities in relation to supporting professional arts practice.

 • review models of international best practice

 • outline key development needs to support and sustain a dynamic contemporary music  
    sector in respect of responsive policy and funding programmes.
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As indicated in 1.1 above, the Arts Council recognised the absence of a robust evidence base capable 
of informing the realisation of the above objectives. the present review was intended, in part, to 
address that need. 

�.4 sCope of Review

for the purpose of the research, the first of its kind, a limited area of practice was chosen for 
examination and policy development. it is appreciated that this area does not represent the totality of 
the Arts Council’s views on or definitions of music, but is understood in a broader context in which 
the Arts Council recognises and funds a wide range of activities across many different musical genres. 
the Council seeks to be inclusive in its understanding of new and emerging areas of practice. in terms 
of the broader context and the Arts Council’s overall music strategy, links will be developed between 
this report’s findings and strategies for other areas of new music. within this context the following 
definitions were outlined in the terms of Reference:

Contemporary Music
for the purposes of the review, contemporary music is defined as music currently being produced 
by composers or music composed in the last 50 years by living (or recently deceased) composers. 
it includes music that is acoustic, electro-acoustic, electronic, music-theatre, sound art, noise art, 
installation works and related forms. it includes music that may have intersections with other genres 
but it does not cover music that could be described exclusively in the following genres: jazz, world, 
traditional, folk, improvised, techno, rock, pop and related forms.

Stakeholders
stakeholders include individual practitioners, practitioner organisations and other relevant 
organisations and agencies engaged in the provision of services or support to contemporary music 
practitioners. individual practitioners are contemporary music composers, performers or performing 
groups. practitioner organisations include venues, festivals, events, promoters, publishers or resource 
and service organisations.

Supports
supports can be understood as policy, grants and awards, information and advice, and advocacy. 
supports are provided by Arts Council and other stakeholders, including government departments, 
local authorities, resource and service organisations.

�.5 methodoloGy

1.5.1 Research Design 
to meet the review objectives it was necessary to gather an extensive range of information from a 
variety of sources. the main data collection methods were desk research, a survey of practitioners, 
and stakeholder interviews.

Desk research
desk-based research focused on two main areas:

(a) review of current supports to contemporary music in ireland, including research into Arts 
Council policy and grant programmes. this involved analysis of the range of Arts Council supports 
to contemporary music using existing Arts Council policy and funding programme documentation, 
findings from the partnership for the Arts consultation process (published 2005), and primary research 
into the level of supports using grant administrative data.

(b) review of contemporary music infrastructure and supports internationally, based on existing print 
and web-based documents, seeking to identify models of good practice. experience and practice in 
six countries was specifically examined: denmark, finland, scotland, norway, holland and england. 
the web-based sources used in the review are provided in Appendix 4.



Practitioner survey
A survey of individual contemporary music practitioners and practitioner organisations was 
undertaken to gather quantitative data and attitudes. the postal survey was undertaken between 
July and september 2005. Questionnaires, developed and agreed jointly with the Arts Council 
were posted and/or emailed to 138 individual practitioners (seventy composers and sixty-eight 
performers) and to thirty-one organisations based in ireland. 

views and comments were sought on twelve main areas: public policy; Arts Council funding 
programmes; performers and performing ensembles; quality of performances; range of performance 
opportunities, including second performances; support for promoters; venues; education/outreach/
community programmes; music information and advice; national and international promotion of 
irish work; archiving and documentation; music publishing and recording; employment, education 
and training opportunities; networking opportunities.

details of the process used in compiling the survey population and the questionnaires are included 
in Appendix 1. there was an overall response rate of 28% to the postal survey with 48 responses 
received to the postal questionnaire (33 individual practitioners and 15 organisations).

Stakeholder interviews
more in-depth qualitative information on the sector was gathered through interviews with a wide 
range of stakeholder organisations. Representatives of fifty organisations were interviewed face-
to-face or by telephone, mainly between July and november 2005. in these interviews, information 
and views were gathered on organisation profiles, on the position of contemporary music in 
ireland, on current supports for the sector, and on future development needs and mechanisms. 
interviews were also carried out with four individual practitioners. telephone interviews were 
conducted with representatives of eight third-level education institutions to gather information on 
current education provision and needs. 

Overseas organisations consultation
information was also gathered through face-to-face and telephone interviews with representatives 
of seven overseas organisations, to complement international data gathered through secondary 
sources. A list of organisations and individuals consulted is provided in Appendix 2. 

1.5.2 Summary of the research process
A summary outline of the research process and of the number of participants is shown in the 
following table. further details on the research methodology are provided in Appendix 1.

Table 1.1. Summary research process for contemporary music review

process     participants

desk research – irish data   -

practitioner survey (email questionnaire) 48  responses (33 individuals and 15 organisations)

stakeholder interviews    50 organisations 

international case-study interviews   7  organisation representatives

international case-study web-search  46 websites

��



Graham devlin Associates undertook the review. they were guided in their work by 
fergus sheil, Arts Council music specialist, and by emma kelly, Arts Council information and Research 
officer.

�.6 stRuCtuRe of the RepoRt

key findings from the review process are presented in this report, as follows:

 • Chapter 1 (this Chapter) has set out the background, objectives, scope and 
    methodology of the review. 
 • An overview of the composition of the contemporary music sector in ireland is 
    provided in Chapter 2.
 • the range and extent of Arts Council’s supports for contemporary music are examined 
    in Chapter 3, together with practitioner views on this support.
 • findings from the survey of practitioners and consultation with stakeholders are 
    presented in Chapter 4.
 • Chapter 5 documents aspects of international contemporary music policy and 
    practice in denmark, finland, scotland, norway, holland and england
 • key findings and conclusions are presented in Chapter 6.

�3
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Section �: the ContempoRARy musiC seCtoR in iRelAnd. 

�.� intRoduCtion

the main components of the irish contemporary music sector featured in this research are 
documented in this chapter. An outline of the main practitioners, orchestras, ensembles, chamber 
groups, festivals and promoters is provided first. promotion and recording is then addressed. An 
outline of the role of key resource and support agencies follows.

�.� the ContempoRARy musiC seCtoR

key components of the sector featured in this research are shown in figure 2.1. An outline of each 
of these components and their constituents follows. 

Figure 2.1: Elements of the Irish contemporary music sector (as featured in this review)

components     constituents

individual practitioners    Composers 
      performers

orchestras     irish Chamber orchestra
      RtÉ Concert orchestra
      RtÉ national symphony orchestra

ensembles (including instrumental, 
vocal, electronic, opera)   Concorde
      Crash
      eAR
      national Chamber Choir
      opera theatre Company
      vox 21

Chamber groups    Callino Quartet
      Con tempo Quartet
      dublin Guitar Quartet
      RtÉ vanbrugh Quartet
      vogler Quartet

festivals     Cork international Choral festival
      dublin electronic Arts festival
      mostly modern
      nCh Composer Choice
      RtÉ living music festival
      sligo new music festival
      waterford new music week
      west Cork Chamber music festival

promoters     model Arts sligo
      mostly modern
      national Concert hall
      o’Reilly theatre
      project
      west Cork music
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Figure 2.1: Continued

components     constituents

Resource organisations   Association of irish Composers
      Contemporary music Centre
      local authorities
      music network
      the Arts Council
      young Composers’ Collective
      the musicians union
      irish music Rights organisation
      irish independent music producers Association

touring      music network
      note productions

local Authority Arts offices   34 local authority arts offices

2.2.1 Individual practitioners
individual contemporary music practitioners include composers and performers. it is estimated 
that there are at least 120 individual composers in ireland. few of these are engaged full-time 
in composition; many also teach and perform music. opportunities to compose are too largely 
dependent on commissions; the main sources of commissions are the Arts Council, RtÉ, local 
authorities, performers and promoters and international sources. the majority of composers in 
ireland are affiliated to the Association of irish Composers and/or to the Contemporary music 
Centre. 

there is a broad range of contemporary music performers in ireland, including individuals in 
contemporary classical, jazz, improvisation and others. some are active in several of these genres. 
it is considered increasingly difficult for freelancers to earn a living. At present, the Arts Council 
does not normally fund performers for projects and bursaries. Contemporary music income is 
generally from fees and grants. many contemporary music performers also teach, perform other 
sorts of music and take part in other musical work. many individual performers have membership 
of a range of music ensembles or orchestras. many contemporary music performers are affiliated 
to the musicians union. 

2.2.2 Orchestras
there are three orchestras in ireland which include contemporary music in their repertoire: the 
RtÉ national symphony orchestra (RtÉ nso), the RtÉ Concert orchestra (RtÉCo), and the Arts 
Council-funded irish Chamber orchestra (iCo). About 6% of RtÉ music department’s output and 
9-10% of its budget of €14m is dedicated to contemporary music. this is focussed on the work of 
its two orchestras and the RtÉ vanbrugh Quartet and includes an annual living music festival. 

About five composers have been commissioned annually to write work for the RtÉ nso. these 
works are performed at the RtÉ nso’s home venue, the national Concert hall (nCh) in dublin, 
and are sometimes programmed in the orchestra’s twice-yearly regional tours to Cork, limerick, 
and other venues. in 2005 the RtÉ nso commissioned a new work for premiere on RtÉ tv (to an 
audience of 114,000), as part of “the symphony sessions” series. As well as evening subscription 
concerts, regular dublin series include the free horizons concerts (20th and 21st century works) 
in early spring. the RtÉ nso also participates as the flagship ensemble in the annual RtÉ living 
music festival, though all RtÉ Commissions for this event have, to date, been for other RtÉ and 
non-RtÉ ensembles.



All nso concerts are recorded by RtÉ, made available to RtÉ lyric fm, and archived. All concerts 
are available to the european broadcasting union (ebu), but in practice, lyric fm offers the ebu 
selected concerts on a regular basis. in september 2005 RtÉ released the RtÉ nso’s commercial 
recording of Gerald barry’s The Bitter Tears of Petra von Kant with financial assistance from the 
Arts Council. it is hoped that this will become the first of a series of such Cds, and preparations 
are underway for further releases. RtÉ lyric fm also commissions music and, in this regard, RtÉ 
performing Groups and RtÉ lyric fm share information on the commissioning and programming 
of contemporary music, in a forum that meets twice yearly.

the RtÉCo, 45 players strong, plays popular classics, light music and film scores, and rarely 
commissions work, though it is currently rethinking its policy on commissions. 

the iCo is a string orchestra of 19 players and an artistic director. musicians are under contract and 
the orchestra considers itself an ambassador for irish music at home and overseas. it relocated from 
dublin to limerick in 1995 (attracting increased Arts Council funding), where it receives support 
in kind from the university of limerick and is building an on-campus rehearsal studio. Regular 
concert series in dublin and limerick are extended by two annual tours to smaller communities, 
repeating programmes to many locations in ireland, including rural areas and small towns with 
venues of a capacity from 200 seats upwards. the orchestra usually commissions 2-3 works each 
year (5 exceptionally in 2005), and performs them 20-25 times, on tour in ireland and abroad, as 
part of a concert, including more familiar repertoire. it also runs a festival in limerick, including a 
contemporary music element (this year a full contemporary music concert). 

2.2.3 Ensembles
there are currently four principal contemporary music ensembles in ireland: Concorde and Crash 
(receiving Arts Council revenue support), vox 21 and eAR. these are complemented by the 
national Chamber Choir, which has a significant commitment to new work, as does opera theatre 
Company (otC). however, otC indicates that funding significantly constrains its involvement in 
contemporary music. 

Concorde gives most of its performances in dublin, having until last year enjoyed playing concerts 
at the hugh lane Gallery. it is now exploring other venues, and has played at the national Gallery. 
half of its members are in the RtÉ nso so the number of concerts it can give is limited. the 
ensemble has been in residence at the Royal irish Academy of music, and has undertaken spnm 
composer workshops. it is now in residence at dublin institute of technology (dit). 

Crash ensemble draws players from the freelance pool and shares a number of players with the 
irish Chamber orchestra, the irish baroque orchestra and other groups. occasionally RtÉ players 
are also engaged. having moved from the project Arts Centre, it is now based at the o’Reilly 
theatre. five dublin concerts were planned for 2005, along with concerts in Galway, Cork, and 
london (via the british music information Centre - bmiC). RtÉ lyric fm has recorded many of its 
concerts.

vox 21 presents works of major international composers in concerts and has also premiered 
many irish works. its projects have included outdoor events, multimedia work, and performances 
overseas. performances by vox 21 have also been featured in the mostly modern lunchtime concert 
series and festival at the former bank of ireland Arts Centre in dublin. 

based at the department of music, national university of ireland (nui) maynooth, eAR (electro-
acoustic revue) mixes live performances (post-graduates, staff and others) with tape and video. it 
runs a sounds electric weekend festival in december, featuring composers from around the world 
and ireland. eAR perform annually at the project in dublin. 

the Arts Council and RtÉ supports the national Chamber Choir (nCC), formed in 1990 following 
the demise of the RtÉ Chamber Choir. it performed twelve world premieres in 2004, and has 
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growing audiences for its national tours, which it co-ordinates with local authority arts offices. 
only one commission in 2004 came from Arts Council revenue grant, and the rest were received 
from embassies and the national Gallery (anniversary). in 2005 it received one commission with the 
ulster orchestra and bbC Radio 3, and another from the Greek embassy. it receives a grant from 
the department of education and science to run composition workshops in secondary schools and 
‘make an opera’ at primary level. 

2.2.4 Chamber groups
Chamber groups actively involved in contemporary music include Con tempo, the RtÉ vanbrugh 
Quartet, the Callino Quartet, the dublin Guitar quartet, and the vogler Quartet. Con tempo, a 
quartet resident in Galway, are exploring new repertoire. the RtÉ vanbrugh Quartet resident in 
Cork also plays – and has commissioned – some contemporary music. based in london, the young 
Callino Quartet has visited west Cork for short residencies in recent years, has toured with music 
network, and has commissioned three works by irish composers. it seeks to include a piece of 
contemporary music in all its concert programmes and was featured at the sligo Contemporary 
music festival in 2006.

the dublin Guitar quartet plays its own repertoire, commissions (including a work by kevin 
volans), undertakes arrangements of existing works, and performs established works in concerts 
throughout ireland, recently supported by music network.

the vogler Quartet was designated Quartet in Residence in County sligo from 1999-2004. the 
residency was a pilot project involving the local authority and music network and the Quartet 
worked closely with local music groups, schools and educational institutions in the key areas of 
performance, music education and instrumental tuition. they were also instrumental in pioneering 
the inaugural esb vogler spring festival, vogler Quartet Chamber music master-classes and the 
sligo music series. 

2.2.5 Festivals
the number of festivals in ireland is increasing. some are contemporary music festivals, or 
programme a strong contemporary music element, while others are general arts festivals without 
a contemporary music commitment, or are focused on other areas of music. the contemporary 
music festivals include dublin electronic Arts festival, mostly modern, the RtÉ living music festival, 
and the nCh’s Composers’ Choice festival, all in dublin. of these the RtÉ festival has the most 
international programming policy, and has featured a major international ensemble annually, 
along with a focus on an important living composer (e.g. berio and henze). 

elsewhere the sligo Contemporary music festival, programmed by composer ian wilson, has 
re-emerged via ian wilson’s ongoing work with the model Arts niland Gallery in sligo. the 
waterford new music week, emanating from the waterford institute of technology, takes place 
in January/february with a focus on irish composers and on composition in the community. the 
Cork international Choral festival and west Cork music’s chamber music festivals also have strong 
contemporary music content, though the Choral festival depends on being able to afford the nCC 
to perform new works (which it is currently unable to do).

2.2.6 Promoters
in addition to the performing organisations contemporary music promoters in ireland include: 
the o’Reilly theatre (with its new relationship with the Crash ensemble) and the project, dublin 
(which finds scheduling and funding individual concerts impractical but is available for hire and 
supports a composer in association). other promoters include west Cork music through its year-
round programme of concerts, commissioning, and community activity in liaison with several local 
agencies and organisations; model Arts in sligo (currently reviewing its artistic policies); and the 
nCh. the nCh not only hosts the RtÉ concerts but also promotes in own contemporary music 
festival in which five composers each programme a concert with a chamber ensemble or orchestra. 
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the hall commissions some work within this. many of these concerts currently take place in 
the foyer as there is no small auditorium; though one is included in its planned redevelopment. 
the young Composers Collective (yCC) has organised successful events in dublin, showcasing 
works by its members, with a non-selective programming policy which participants and audiences 
have enjoyed. several music societies and other promoters in ireland include a small amount of 
contemporary music in their promotions. 

2.2.7 Tour producers
two organisations address touring: music network (tours of classical chamber music with some 
contemporary music included, including commissions) and note productions (Jazz/improvised 
tours with an interest in diversifying into contemporary music). since festivals do not constitute 
a potential touring network, and the majority of the venues hosting contemporary music are in 
dublin, touring is difficult to organise. Advice from both organisations is that marketing support and 
fee subsidy need to be at a high level to encourage contemporary music bookings (a characteristic 
also evident in the uk). moving on music, based in belfast, has extended its tours of cutting-
edge new music into the Republic of ireland (sligo, donegal) with Arts Council support, in local 
partnerships also with Arts Council support, and takes music network tours into northern ireland. 
As already noted, the orchestras and the nCC regularly produce their own tours. ensembles tend 
to be mainly dependent on festival bookings and self-promotions.

�.3 ResouRCe And suppoRt oRGAnisAtions

the Arts Council provides a range of supports for contemporary music; these are discussed in 
detail in Chapter 3. the Contemporary music Centre, the Association of irish Composers, and 
local authorities also currently provide supports, as follows:

2.3.1 Contemporary Music Centre (CMC)
the establishment of the CmC in 1986, was a major Arts Council initiative. describing itself as 
ireland’s archive and resource centre for contemporary music, the CmC’s mission is ‘to nurture 
the composition and performance of new irish music.’ since its establishment is has become the 
major focus for contemporary music in ireland. it moved into its own building in dublin’s temple 
bar in 2000. CmC’s library of around 3,500 scores comprises the only comprehensive specialist 
music (scores and parts) collection, and includes some 150 twentieth and twenty-first century irish 
composers. it also has a sound archive of c. 4,500 items, including rare early recordings of radio 
broadcasts and live concerts. the reference library contains information materials from concert 
programmes and press clippings, specialist periodicals and books.

in addition to responding to requests for information and advice, and running an international 
mail order sales service for music scores and Cds, CmC actively promotes irish contemporary music 
nationally and internationally. opportunities sought by the CmC include performances of irish 
compositions at festivals and international concert series, commissions, recordings, broadcasts, 
composer residencies, etc. A primary promotional tool is a set of information sheets about 
the composers it represents, also available through the web-site. to be represented by CmC, 
a composer requests membership; the application is assessed by members of the CmC board 
against certain criteria including a consideration of the composer’s commitment to composition, 
and whether the music has been publicly performed or broadcast, whether competitions have 
been won, and/or level of experience. CmC, whose representation includes 25 living composers 
from northern ireland, is also grant-aided by the Arts Council of northern ireland. 

2.3.2 The Association of Irish Composers (AIC)
the AiC acts as a representative group for composers. it provides information on legal and copyright 
issues, it acts as a lobby group, it promotes a number of concerts and it undertakes a range of 
activities nationally and internationally that are aimed at enhancing the position of composers. its 
activities are limited by its modest levels of funding, but within these parameters its is seen to be 
effective. 
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2.3.4 Music Network
music network was established in 1986 supported by the Arts Council. its aim is to make live 
music of the highest quality available and accessible to everyone in ireland, regardless of their 
location or circumstance, while supporting the career development of highly-skilled irish and 
international artists. music network’s remit includes a number of genres — classical music from 
early to contemporary, traditional and jazz. they have a commitment to new music and frequently 
commission works for inclusion in their touring programmes.

music network promotes concerts throughout the country in partnership with venues, festivals, 
local authorities and music promoters. they provide high-quality performance opportunities for 
musicians. they operate schemes to mentor and develop emerging artists and ensembles, they 
offer continued professional development in some areas of a musician’s career and provide an 
important information service via their website. music network plays a significant role in the 
national development of music policy.

2.3.5 Young Composer’s Collective
established in 2004 by a number of young composers, this organisation grew out of a sense 
that establishment organisations were not providing the necessary supports or opportunities for 
performance to ‘non-established’ composers. in its short life, the organisation has attracted about 
30 members and has organised four concerts of music composed by its members and performed 
by leading practitioners.

2.3.6 The Musician’s Union 
the musician’s union (mu) counts among its membership musicians from a wide variety of 
backgrounds and practices. it provides advice and support to individual musicians, represents 
members interests and undertakes lobbying and advocacy. Although union members are primarily 
performers, a number of composers are also represented.

2.3.7. Local Authorities
there is an increasingly active network of thirty-four local authority arts offices, their work part-
funded by the Arts Council. Although few focus primarily on contemporary music, in centres 
including sligo, wexford and Cork, there has been support for innovative new music projects and 
residencies. the ‘percent for art’ programme is already encouraging some other local authorities 
(e.g. Galway and louth) to consider the commissioning and development of contemporary music. 
dun laoghaire and south dublin have taken a lead in this with the composer in residence in one 
commissioned to write an opera by the other. 

�.4 pRomotion And ReCoRdinG 

2.4.1 Promotion
national media coverage for contemporary music is primarily through specific programmes on RtÉ 
lyric fm, reviews in The Irish Times and occasional reviews in other papers. in addition a relative 
newcomer, the Journal of Music in Ireland (Jmi), carries informed debates and articles about 
contemporary music, along with traditional music and other genres.
 
CmC has a promotions officer on it staff and is keen to increase its influence among promoters 
in ireland and abroad, both through a physical presence at contemporary music events and by 
connecting more strongly with performers and event promotion. promotional events and activities 
already organised include monthly ‘salons’ at project Arts Centre or trinity College dublin, in 
which composers talk about work in progress and musicians perform it. other CmC activities 
have included: a promoters’ day in dublin focused on contemporary music; a ‘meet the composer’ 
scheme connecting into events; work with the office of public works to present a commission 
in a park during the summer, and an active web-site. staff attend contemporary music events 
whenever possible, and would like more resources to support travel overseas to promote irish 
work at major contemporary music festivals.



2.4.2 Recording
CmC suggests that there are probably only about 100 Cds available of all kinds of new irish music. 
some of these have been issued by marco polo, black box, Col legno, nmC and eCm while some 
are self-published. some of these recordings have been subsidised by the Arts Council, and at one 
time there was a partnership arrangement for naxos to make and distribute Cds with Arts Council 
funding. irish composers releasing Cds at the moment are working with labels in england and 
holland, and are not expecting wide distribution. they will complement promotion by the record 
labels through their own web-sites. Any national or international reviews or better still, airtime, for 
their Cds will generate significant extra interest. 

CmC has itself released a series of Cds showcasing work by composers it represents. Runs of 2000 
have been printed and 350 of each distributed via irish embassies world-wide, and copies sent to 
carefully-targeted radio stations and other media. the Cds are also marketed through CmC’s web-
site, which in itself is a powerful tool. CmC also makes archive recordings of events it supports but 
does not have the resources to sort out copyright, release and promote the Cds. the organisation 
would like to be able to put sound clips on its web-sites (as bmiC in england does).

�.5 pRofessionAl eduCAtion And tRAininG 

A range of third-level music education is available in ireland. formal composition and performance 
courses are available at undergraduate and post-graduate level in trinity College dublin, university 
College dublin, Royal irish Academy of music, dublin institute of technology, st patrick’s College, 
maynooth, university College Cork, Cork institute of technology and waterford institute of 
technology. the university of limerick offers post-graduate specialised courses. A number of 
teacher training colleges also offer undergraduate modules and post-graduate courses in different 
aspects of music. many institutions have developed significant resources and expertise in music 
technology. many third-level music departments have had significant profile in the contemporary 
music sector beyond their formal courses. st patrick’s College, maynooth, has been instrumental in 
the development of the eAR ensemble, waterford institute of technology has a new music festival 
which has forged strong links into the community and trinity College dublin played an important 
role in the nurturing of Crash ensemble in its early years

�.6 outReACh 

A number of organisations run outreach programmes for schools, the community, and individuals, 
that include a contemporary music element. organisations with active outreach programmes 
include the nCh (undertaking a national remit and targeting all ages), RtÉ nso (with a limited 
programme and no education department), the iCo (working with a composer animateur), Cork 
international Choral festival, and west Cork music. music network has trained 20 musicians to 
work in a healthcare context. in addition, local authorities run various programmes, some of which 
(e.g. louth) include contemporary music. the freelance musicians and composers working with the 
nCh receive specific training in outreach. there is also a masters course at the dublin institute of 
technology with a component that allows students to shadow professional musicians on outreach 
and education projects. 

�.� ChApteR summARy 

A profile of the contemporary music sector in ireland has been presented in this chapter. the sector 
is comprised of individual composers, performers, orchestras, ensembles, chamber groups, festivals, 
promoters and resource organisations. performers include individuals in contemporary classical 
music and improvisation. Contemporary music is included in the repertoire of three orchestras, five 
ensembles and a number of chamber groups in ireland. there are four specific contemporary music 
festivals and four others that include a strong contemporary music element. professional training 
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in performance is provided through a number of educational institutions, including the universities 
and some institutes of technology. the contemporary music sector receives support from the Arts 
Council and local authorities. two key resource organisations to the sector are the Contemporary 
music Centre and the Association of irish Composers; both have primarily an information role but 
CmC is active also in promotion and recording.
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Section 3: ARts CounCil suppoRts foR ContempoRARy musiC

3.� intRoduCtion

Arts Council policy and funding programmes in support of contemporary music in ireland is 
reviewed in this chapter. supports in music to organisations are first outlined. overall supports in 
music to individual artists in the past six years are then examined. A review of the main awards 
in contemporary music follows. practitioners’ views and experiences of Arts Council funding and 
supports are also presented, followed by suggestions for changes in support mechanisms. 

3.� ARts CounCil poliCy

during 2005 the Arts Council undertook wide-ranging consultation with the arts sector resulting 
in a new suite of policy documents and a new strategy, partnership for the Arts, published in late 
2005. Arising from this initiative, developments are likely to take place to the range of supports 
and awards that the Council offers. to date, the Arts Council has not had a clear policy directed 
at contemporary music. As a result, the development of contemporary music has tended to be 
responsive rather than strategic. the current review was commissioned, in large part, to address 
this policy deficit in the context of the above-mentioned partnership for the Arts strategy and the 
music strategy currently in development. 

the Arts Council offers support to organisations and individuals involved with contemporary music 
through a range of funding programmes that are, in the main, not art form-specific. Guidelines 
have been developing over recent years, and the information below refers to funding in 2005 
unless otherwise stated. 

3.3 suppoRts to oRGAnisAtions

3.3.1 Revenue grants
organisations can apply in october for a contribution to their year’s activity from the following 
January. Arts organisations that apply are grouped in four categories: 

 • Resource and services organisations
 • Arts venues
 • production companies 
 • festivals and events

Currently, the Arts Council directly funds contemporary music information and archiving (under 
‘resourcing and servicing’) to a much higher level than performance and production. Applicants 
seeking revenue grants of less than €20,000 per year can apply to the small festivals and events 
scheme instead of applying for revenue funding. this is a more flexible, lighter touch scheme, with 
two application deadlines per year. detailed information about organisations and their programmes 
of work is requested in application forms. As part of the assessment criteria, applicants must 
indicate how their activity meets some specific art form objectives. in 2006 the priorities for music 
are:

 • production companies (existing ensembles; emerging or new groups; and 
    once-off projects, including ideas from ensembles and presenters not 
    previously funded)
 • Resource organisations (fulfilling distinctive roles in providing core supports to 
    the practice and enjoyment of music across all areas of musical practice; and 
    providing information on career development opportunities for performers 
    and composers. 
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 • venues and festivals (contributing to the range of music performances available,
    offering consistent music programming of high quality, contributing to developing 
    and sustaining audiences for music and contributing to an improved profile of 
    music programming from non-specialist venues and festivals). 

of the organisations supported through revenue funding in 2005, seven were dedicated to 
contemporary music, receiving €565,000 in total (of which the Contemporary music Centre 
received about 60%). no contemporary music organisations applied unsuccessfully for revenue 
funding. however, almost all applied for significant increases in funding that were not agreed. the 
funding committed in 2005 to organisations dedicated to contemporary music is shown in table 
3.1.

Table 3.1: Arts Council funding to ‘dedicated’ contemporary music organisations 2005

organisation               euro

Association of irish Composers         14,000

Concorde           30,000

Contemporary music Centre       350,000

Crash ensemble        120,000

irish Composition summer school          8,200

mostly modern           40,000

waterford new music week           3,500

total          565,000

Another 12 organisations whose activity includes a significant contemporary music element received 
a further €3,069,000; these are shown in table 3.2 these figures exclude some organisations 
whose work may have included contemporary music, such as multi-disciplinary arts centres, 
venues, festivals, music promoters, or local authority arts offices.

Table 3.2: Arts Council funding to organisations whose work includes significant 
     contemporary music, 2005 

organisation               euro

Cork international Choral festival             60,000

deAf                25,000

irish Chamber orchestra          850,000

Journal of music in ireland             35,000

model Arts niland Gallery          340,000

moving on music              20,000

music network            467,000

national Chamber Choir          315,000

note productions              45,000

o’Reilly theatre              20,000

project              720,000

west Cork music           190,000

total          3,06�,000
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3.3.2 Minor capital grants
Arts and other organisations involved in the promotion of the arts are eligible to apply for grants of 
up to €10,000 to enable the acquisition of equipment for arts-related or administrative purposes. 
for example, computers, artists’ equipment, and minor repairs or maintenance to existing buildings 
can be covered by grants. there is one application round per year. details of minor capital grants 
awards in 2005 are shown in table 3.3. while the two applications for minor capital grants in 
contemporary music submitted in 2005 were successful, the awards’ value was less than half of 
that applied for.

Table 3.3: Arts Council minor capital grants 2005

applicants and awards contemporary music   other music      all other artforms

number of applicants   2           23         217

number of awards   2           13         156

unsuccessful applications  0           10           61

total demand (€)         22,539                 176,161             1,714,991

total value of awards (€)          �,��0        6�,4�6     �35,0��

3.4 AwARds in musiC foR individuAl ARtists

3.4.1 Overview of awards and funding
bursaries, Commissions, professional development and training, and travel and mobility have 
been the main financial awards to individuals in music in the six-year period 2000–2005. An 
overview of the Arts Council award schemes to support individual artists in music from the year 
2000 is shown in table 3.4. (see p. 27 for descriptions of the named fellowships and award.) 
the projects awards scheme in its current form was established in 2002. the Recording scheme 
was temporarily subsumed into projects and bursaries in 2005. the schemes designed to support 
individual artists in music are categorised by the Council within Artists services; most have one 
application round per year. 

Table 3.4: Arts Council awards in music to individual artists 2000-2005 (a)

awards   �000     �00�       �00�       �003        �004        �005

bursaries   22,458     16,908    23,429    29,970    62,390     171,578 
Commissions   74,357     27,837    76,777    55,565    55,530     78,576

elizabeth maconchy 
fellowship   10,158     10,158     15,987   15,987    15,987     16,000 
macaulay fellowship  0       5,000     0            0      5,000      0

professional development 
and training   38,234     67,408     38,760    55,475     88,951     134,000

projects    0     0         0  0     0          21,000

Recordings   35,905     42,920     11,650    78,153     80,298      0

Residencies   0     0              0  5,600     12,690      0

toonder Award   10,000     0         0  10,000     0               0

travel and mobility  19,070     50,515     32,822 44,067     48,932      90,970

total awards to artists ��3,���   ��0,�46  ���,4�5 ��4,���   36�,���    5��,��4

Source: Arts Council Annual Reports 2000-2003 and Newsletter Archive 2004-2006
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funding in music to individual artists has increased significantly since 2003. the trend in awards 
funding in music over the period is shown in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Total Arts Council spend on awards in music to individual artists 2000 – 2005

3.4.2 Pattern of spend on individual awards in music
while the general direction of music awards to artists in recent years has been positive, there 
have been considerable inconsistencies in some of the main award schemes (figure 3.2). bursaries 
operated at a very low level for many years – with awards as low as €1,500 being commonplace 
during this period. there has been significant volatility in the Commissions award scheme. this is 
reported to have generated a sense of wariness of the award among composers and application 
levels are still relatively low as a result. professional training and development and travel awards 
to some extent occupy similar areas (parts of these awards have been merged in recent years). 
projects did not attract any successful music applications in the first three years of the scheme 
(2002- 2004) and only one successful application in 2005; the reasons for this need to be examined 
and addressed. Recordings have enjoyed checkered support from the Arts Council.

Figure 3.2: Pattern of Arts Council spend on awards in music to individual artists 2000 – 2005.
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3.4.3 Value of and impact of awards in music to individual artists
while the analysis has shown substantially increased funding of awards in music to individual artists 
in recent years, the level of overall funding still remains small in terms of supporting individuals 
to maintain a career in music. As shown in table 3.5, the whole-time equivalents of numbers of 
people employed through these schemes (based on average public sector earnings) was less than 
seven in 2000 and less than twelve in 2005.

Table 3.5: Value of Arts Council awards in music to individual artists by 
       full-time employment equivalent (€).

        �000        �00�        �00�        �003        �004        �005

total awards in music     213,782   220,746   199,425   294,817   369,778   512,124
to individual artists

public sector wage                   31,800     34,933   36,579     38,033     41,305    42,957

full-time employment       
equivalent           6.7          6.3      5.4         7.8   9.0     11.9
 

3.5 AwARds in ContempoRARy musiC to individuAl ARtists

3.5.1 Overview 
details of specific awards to individual artists in contemporary music in 2005 are shown in table 
3.6. bursaries and commissions were the main awards to contemporary music artists in 2005. 
Almost two-thirds (60%) of all bursary awards in music, and one-third (34%) of all travel and 
mobility awards in music in 2005 were to artists in contemporary music.

Table 3.6: Arts Council awards in music to individual artists 2005 (€)

applicants and awards      contemporary music       other music     all other artforms

bursaries   103,115    68,463      171,578

travel and mobility    30,573    60,397         90,970

Commissions     78,576    0         78,576

projects       21,000     0        21,000

maconcy fellowship    16,000   0        16,000

professional development       not available          not available      134,000

total               5��,��4

3.5.2 Award schemes in contemporary music

further analysis of awards to artists in contemporary music in each of these individual schemes in 
2005 follows:

bursaries: these are aimed at supporting professional creative artists in the development of their 
practice. Creative artists (e.g. composers, but not performing musicians) apply for awards in the 
€1,000-€12,000 range. table 3.7 indicates the call on this budget in 2005:
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Table 3.7: Arts Council - bursaries 2005

applicants and awards        contemporary music       other music     all other artforms

number of applicants       33         33               379  
number of awards       14         12               100

unsuccessful applications      19         21               279

percentage of applications       42.4         36.4                26.4
successful   

total demand (€)          263,561           282,588                3,159,520

total value of awards (€)        103,115             68,463                   706,936

value achieved as percentage       39.1         24.2                22.4
of total requested
 

twenty-six music bursaries were awarded in 2005 with a total value of €171,578. over half 
(14) were awarded to artists working in the contemporary music field. the analysis shows that 
this, however, represents just 40 per cent of demand in terms of the total number and value of 
applications. this suggests that there is room for further development of this award. the average 
bursary is €7,365; this is relatively low — similar to the amount sought for the commissioning of 
one chamber work.

professional development and training: these awards are aimed at supporting artists and 
performers in achieving the highest standards, via formal post-graduate or equivalent training/
education outside ireland. Composers, performers and music educators and administrators are 
eligible for these awards which are in the €1,000-€12,000 range. table 3.8 indicates the call 
on this budget in 2005. the analysis shows a reasonably significant success rate for musicians in 
this scheme in 2005. musicians who avail of this award are usually at post-graduate level, and 
have often not yet established a specialisation or chosen a particular professional career path. it is 
therefore difficult to assess the distribution and impact of this award specifically on contemporary 
music practice as distinct from other areas of music. 

Table 3.8 Arts Council - professional development and training awards 2005

applicants and awards         music      all other artforms

number of applicants         32   68

number of awards        23   41

unsuccessful applications           9   27

percentage of applications      71.9   60.3
successful  

total demand (€)        217,444                654,242 
total value of awards (€)       134,000     254,000

value achieved as percentage       61.6    38.8   
of total requested

travel and mobility: travel and mobility grants are aimed at improving the professional development, 
information and networking opportunities of artists and people working professionally in the arts. 
these awards support a short period (six months or less) of travel outside of ireland. Applicants 
may apply for travel costs, subsistence and, where applicable, the costs of a conference, course, 
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workshop or residency. Awards (normally around €1,000) can be up to €5,000 and are made on 
an ongoing basis. the call on this budget in 2005 is shown in table 3.9. with a near 90% success 
rate, travel and mobility awards would seem to be one of the most readily available sources of 
funding for artists working in contemporary music. 

Table 3.9: Arts Council - Travel and Mobility awards 2005

applicants and awards  contemporary music  other music

number of applicants        28                75 
number of awards        25                47

unsuccessful applications         3                28

percentage of applications successful      89.3                62.7

total demand (€)            58,957       130,808

total value of awards (€)           30,573         60,397

value achieved as percentage         51.9     46.2
of total requested

Commissions: these are aimed at fostering the creation of new work. this programme provides 
funds to enable commissioners to pay fees to composers. Awards (usually in the €1,000-10,000 
range) do not cover commissioners’ administration or production costs. there is no limit to 
the number of awards for which a commissioner can apply. outcomes must include a public 
performance in ireland. table 3.10 indicates the call on this budget in 2005 and 2006. the 
analysis shows an increase in the overall value of commission awards in 2006, but a decline in the 
percentage of successful applications. fourteen commissions were awarded in 2005, with a total 
value of just under €78,6002 while there were 13 commission awards in music in 2006 with a 
total value of just €95,000. the size of the average commission award made rose from €5,614 
in 2005 to €7,288 in 2006. Applications for commission awards in music rose from 26 to 40, but 
the percentage success rate declined from 54% to 32%.

the level of demand for Commission awards in music appears low when the number of active 
composers in ireland is considered (approximately 100-125). however, this may reflect composer 
wariness of this award due to inconsistencies in budget levels in recent years. the current overall 
value of awards (€94,748) also appears low relative to size of the composer population in ireland; 
it equates to less than €1,000 per active composer.

Table 3.10: Arts Council – Commissions awards 2005 –2006

applications and awards   �005        �006

     music       all other artforms    music        all other artforms

number of applicants           26          39            40    51  
number of awards           14          18            13    20

unsuccessful applications          12          21                      27    31

percentage of applications           54          46         32.5            39.2
successful  

total demand (€)  161,412           273,767   297,418             467,408 
total value of awards (€)   78,596           114,090     94,748             141,180  
value achieved as percentage     48.69     41.67       31.79           30.2
 of total requested    

Average award requested (€)     6,208     7,020       7,435         9,164
Average award made (€)     5,614     6,338       7,288         7,059
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projects: grant-aid aimed at supporting the development and/or production phase of an artist(s)-led 
project, especially those which are experimental and innovative or which reflect cross-disciplinary 
practice. Artist(s) and/or organisations can apply. Awards (up to €25,000) do not cover touring 
costs. projects grant-aid commenced in 2002 to date, and the first projects awards in music were 
in 2005. the award pattern in 2005 and 2006 is shown in table 3.11. As can be seen in table 
3.11, there was a considerable increase in applications and in awards between 2005 and 2006. 
however, the number of awards and the rate of success in contemporary music appears low 
overall. it must also be taken into account that the 2006 figures for projects are in effect artificially 
inflated by the inclusion of some 2005 recording projects awards within them.  

Table 3.11: Arts Council projects awards 2005-2006

applications and awards �005          �006

    music       all other artforms     music       all other artforms

number of applicants            8   2   20    7

number of awards            1   0     7    2

unsuccessful applications           7   2   13    5

percentage of applications           11   0           35.0          28.6
successful   

total demand (€)  147,020              68,400     400,875      93,580

total value of awards (€)   21,000              0     136,457      22,930

value achieved as % age            14   0           34.0          24.5
of total requested

Recording Grant: the aim of this scheme was to ensure that the work of irish composers and 
performers was available other than in live performance, and to ensure that important or neglected 
materials of irish music were preserved and disseminated to the highest professional standard. 
table 3.12 indicates the call on this budget in 2004. the scheme was not active in 2005 having 
been subsumed into bursaries and projects. it is currently under review.

Table 3.12: Arts Council Recording Grants 2004

applicants and awards  contemporary music  other music

number of applicants           11                  30

number of awards             5                  10

unsuccessful applications            6                  20

percentage of applications successful      45.5               33.3

total demand (€)    68,568         121,666

total value of awards (€)   25,913           54,383

value achieved as percentage 
of total requested        37.8               44.7

the total award budget for recording contemporary music in 2004 was less than €26,000. this 
would appear insufficient to address the recording needs and demands of the contemporary music 
community. historically this scheme operated with a very low overall budget, and in general, low 
amounts have been awarded. the scheme as constituted did not appear to meet the full range 
of needs of artists making recordings in recent years and did not take account of changes in the 
record industry and their negative impacts for artists. 
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Residencies: aim to offer an artist the opportunity to work on a specific project or programme and/
or develop his/her own practice in a new environment or specific location outside of their normal 
workplace. table 3.13 indicates the call on this budget in 2004. 

Table 3.13: Arts Council Residencies awards 2004

applicants and awards contemporary music     other music       all other artforms

number of applicants        2        2   37

number of awards        1        1   10

unsuccessful applications       1        1   27

percentage of applications   50.0   50.0   27
successful

total demand (€)          18,790          25,300                219,616

total value of awards (€)           3,790                       8,900                  53,747

value achieved as percentage              20.2              35.2                      24.5
of total requested

both the number of contemporary music applicants for the Residencies fund (less than 5%) and 
the value of the awards to the sector (5.7%) indicate that this was not a priority area for many 
potential applicants. the scheme has not been active since 2004 but is under review.

in addition to the above, the Arts Council supports contemporary music through the following: 

 • elizabeth maconchy Composition fellowship, aimed at enabling a young irish 
    composer to complete a d.phil. in composition at the university of york. one award 
    of €48,000 is given every three years. the award is funded exclusively by the 
    Arts Council.

 • martin toonder Award1: an honorary award of €10,000 to an established artist in 
    music, literature, and visual arts, offered in music every third year.

 • macaulay fellowship: an honorary award of €5,000 offered every year to further 
    the liberal education of young creative artists; a composer benefits every third year.

 • Cnuas: members of Aosdána resident in ireland are eligible to apply for an annuity, 
    called a Cnuas. valued at €12,180 a year, the Cnuas, which is means-tested, is 
    awarded to a member for a term of five years. the purpose is to assist members 
    in concentrating their energies on the full-time pursuit of their art. Cnuas are currently
    awarded to nine composers on an ongoing basis. if, in the future, others qualify 
    (based on a means test) they will also receive it.

3.6 pRACtitioneR peRspeCtives on ARts CounCil fundinG

3.6.1 Individual practitioners’ experience and perspectives
Contemporary music practitioners surveyed as part of this review were asked to indicate their 
experience in applying for Arts Council awards; responses are shown in table 3.14. Commissions 
and travel and mobility award schemes had the highest numbers of applicants, and also relatively 
high levels of successful applications amongst respondents. 
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Table 3.14: Application by surveyed practitioners (composers and performers) for Arts 
                  Council funding towards contemporary music

funding            applied  applied  have not no
category           successfully unsuccessfully applied answer

Commissions     17   6       10      0

projects        2   5       20      6

bursaries       5   3       19      6

travel and mobility    12   0       17      4

professional development      3              1        24      5
/training

e. maconchy composition     0   3        19     11
fellowship

martin toonder      5   2        15     11

mcCauley fellowship      3   4        16     10

Cnuas        7     not asked    not asked 

Recording       3   2        16     12

Residencies       0   1         21     11

source: Responses to postal questionnaire from 33 individual practitioners
(27 composers and 6 performers) surveyed as part of this review

Arts Council funding is essential to enable individual practitioners to compose and perform 
contemporary music. practitioners cited lack of work, lack of funding, and insufficient income for 
work as main barriers to working in contemporary music. few performers can work full-time in 
contemporary music and for most it is a secondary source of income. practitioners commented that 
the size of available Arts Council awards was often inadequate, particularly bursaries, commissions 
and recording awards. while the suite of supports currently offered to composers provides a range 
of possible funding, most awards are for approximately €7,500. 

the commissions programme was felt to have become too competitive; it was also felt that it should 
have two annual deadlines, and a shorter decision turnaround time. some composers wanted a 
clearly stated allocation for contemporary music rather than a competition between artforms. the 
criterion of commissions needing to have performances in ireland was raised in connection with 
foreign ensembles seeking to commission irish composers. Composers wanted more targeted 
bursary or professional training awards to be available. it was suggested that the maconchy award 
should not be tied to one (english) university. it was perceived that named awards have reduced 
in value through the years. there were also requests for the six-month limit on travel awards to be 
relaxed and many pleas for a recording fund/programme to be re-instated. several composers said 
that the attitude of the contemporary music establishment to their kind of music was a barrier to 
working in contemporary music. performers pointed out that commissioning awards do not cover 
the cost of rehearsals and performances.

there were some comments about the application and assessment process for awards in general. 
there was some dissatisfaction with volatility and changes in the nature and levels of funding in 
Arts Council awards to individual musicians in recent years; this related to bursaries, commissions 
and professional development and training awards. surprise at commission rejections and a desire 
for a clearer decision process and/or a less rigid approach was also expressed. the appeals process 
was mentioned, with the suggestion that a different panel should re-examine an application 
rather than seeing if the original process was properly handled. some composers find the amount 
of time and ‘red tape’ involved in applying excessive.  
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3.6.2 Organisations’ perspectives
organisations surveyed for this review also reported relatively high levels of applications for Arts 
Council supports, particularly revenue and minor capital grants in 2005 (table 3.15).

Table 3.15: Application by surveyed organisations for Arts Council funding 
       towards contemporary music

funding             applied           applied              have not
category            successfully          unsuccessfully             applied

Revenue      12          0        1 

small festivals and events     0          0        8

minor capital       7          1        4

projects        3          2        5

source: responses to postal questionnaire from 15 organisations surveyed as part of this review: comprised of five 
performing groups, three venues, five other promoters, an umbrella organisation and a journal

while many organisations were successful in their applications, many commented that the levels 
of funding awarded do not afford sufficient rehearsal time for excellence to be achieved nor, 
in the case of revenue-funded organisations, provide the capacity to plan far enough ahead. 
most organisations indicated that they would wish to devote more time to contemporary music 
but identified lack of funding as a principal barrier, together with audience resistance. lack of 
marketing experience was also identified as a barrier to organisations essaying more contemporary 
music. Revenue-funded organisations and festivals with a commitment to contemporary music 
were concerned that their grants were not large enough to cover the costs of commissioning and 
producing. several indicated that they have applied for revenue grant increases recently without 
success, and some have also had separate applications for commissions rejected. 

3.� new ARts CounCil fundinG And meChAnisms of suppoRt

A range of suggestions was made by individual practitioners and organisations on new or 
enhanced ways in which the Arts Council could support contemporary music. these related 
primarily to funding and programme support for composers, for performances (including touring 
and festivals), for education and outreach, and for changes to funding mechanisms. A need for 
advocacy was also indicated.

Composers
the following suggestions were made for new or enhanced support for composers: composer 
residencies with performing groups; special support for young composers (including yCC); means-
tested bursaries for composers not in Aosdána. easy project funding for composers wishing to 
put on events such as concerts; and more support to composers in universities or other higher 
education establishments was also suggested.

Performing/producing
suggestions concerning performing and producing included: financial support for national and 
international concert touring programmes; funding for uncommissioned pieces; support for 
regular contemporary music concerts premiering irish-based composer’s works; funding for the 
performance of new music (i.e. costs associated with the running of concerts – musician’s fees, 
venue and hire); revenue funding for a full-time contemporary music ensemble with a particular 
brief for irish music; a special fund for the production costs of new opera; a contemporary music 
festival and assistance with venue technical requirements to present contemporary music. funding 
supports for performance should include time for adequate rehearsal for new works.

Promotion and marketing
suggested supports to further promote contemporary music included: an audience fund to 
foster audience development initiatives and/or marketing funding; pR support; marketing via a 
‘contemporary arts’ network; audience research; funding to televise contemporary music events.
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Employment, training and outreach
Assistance with retainers for freelance musicians working with ensembles; awards for innovative 
collaborations between different groups, individuals and organisations; increased support for formal 
on-going professional development and training; contemporary music outreach/community projects 
fund. 

Arts Council mechanisms
the broad range of suggestions for changes in Arts Council mechanisms included:
a clear funding allocation for contemporary music; encouragement for all funded ensembles to 
apply for that funding; specific scheme providing capital funding for materials; more flexible funding 
programmes and more flexible application arrangements in some schemes (e.g. commissioning). the 
current system that divides composers and performers into creative and interpretive artists, and the 
criterion of commissions by foreign ensembles needing to have performances in ireland should be 
reviewed. 

other suggested changes included: provision of more targeted bursary or professional training awards 
(e.g. aimed at young artists or mid-career refreshment opportunities) ; relaxation of the travel awards 
time-scale; the possible merging of the travel/mobility awards with the bursary schemes to maximise 
flexibility (and encourage applications to such funds from emerging producers and promoters); the re-
instatement of a recording fund/programme; more full-time Arts Council staff to support programmes 
and clients better; new guidelines for the projects scheme, to better reflect contemporary music 
practice; less prescriptive guidelines; and finally a more open-approach to artist-led ideas.
it was proposed that the Arts Council should consider raising the level of Commission awards that 
it makes in order to enable awardees to spend more time on their work and/or to essay larger 
pieces. (this may necessitate the Council making fewer awards.) organisations suggested the idea 
of a commissioning allocation for contemporary music into which funded organisations could bid 
(frequently if necessary, or for an annual block of work); or of commission funds being pre-allocated 
to organisations so they did not have to bid into the Arts Council system. Clear, quick decision–making 
processes were requested.

finally, as CmC receives a high percentage of the funds available to dedicated contemporary music 
organisations it was proposed that, as and when additional funds become available, they should be 
targeted at performing organisations to redress this. 

 3.� ChApteR summARy 

Arts Council policy and funding for contemporary music has been addressed in this chapter. policy is 
currently developing and will be informed by the findings of this review. Revenue funding of €565,000 
was allocated in 2005 to seven organisations dedicated to contemporary music, with well over half 
of this going to CmC. funding of €3 million was allocated to a further twelve organisations whose 
activities include significant contemporary music; these included the irish Chamber orchestra, music 
network and the national Chamber Choir.

bursaries, travel and mobility awards, professional development and training grants and Commissioning 
awards are key support mechanisms for individual artists in the contemporary music sector. projects 
funding has become an additional support mechanism for individuals in the past two years. Review 
of funding and awards shows that the Council currently funds contemporary music information and 
archiving to a much higher level than performance and production.

Arts Council funding is important to practitioners. however, practitioners express concern with the 
levels of funding, and generally view the size of awards as inadequate and considered insufficient to 
cover the costs of commissioning and producing. larger-sized awards are necessary to facilitate longer-
term planning, commissioning and increased rehearsal time by practitioner organisations. Audience 
resistance and lack of marketing are identified as sector barriers. the Commissions awards, while valued, 
are viewed as too competitive; a specific commission allocation for contemporary music is proposed. 
Changes are considered necessary in Arts Council support for composers, performance, promotion 
and marketing of contemporary music, and in funding programmes and award mechanisms.
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Section 4: stAkeholdeR peRspeCtives

4.� intRoduCtion

stakeholder perspectives on key issues relevant to the status and development needs of the 
contemporary music sector are presented in this chapter. thirteen key areas are addressed:

   1   public policy 
   2   performers, performing ensembles and quality of performances 
   3   Range of performance opportunities 
   4   venues 
   5   education/outreach/community programmes
   6   music information and advice
   7   national and international promotion of irish work
   8   Archiving and documentation
   9   music publishing and recording
 10   education and training opportunities
 11   employment opportunities
 12   networking opportunities
 13   Audiences
 
the information presented in this chapter is based on data gathered from two main sources: 
responses to a postal/email survey of individual practitioners and relevant practitioner organisations; 
and interviews with representatives of practitioner and other stakeholder organisations. 

4. � publiC poliCy 

public policy is perceived as led by the Arts Council (funded by the department for Arts, sport and 
tourism), the education system (through the department of education and science), RtÉ, local 
authorities, and to some extent promoters. Culture ireland is also seen as having the potential 
to play a leading role. the research/consultation shows dissatisfaction with current public policy 
towards contemporary music (table 4.1); over half of survey respondents are unsatisfied, or very 
unsatisfied, with public policy towards contemporary music, and less than one in ten are more 
than satisfied. Contemporary music is seen to have lagged behind other artforms in terms of 
public policy supports. however, the efforts currently being made by the Arts Council to involve 
key players in consultation about future policy were acknowledged. the Arts Council was seen 
as having the potential to advocate on behalf of contemporary music to other policy and media 
organisations.
 
Table 4.1: Satisfaction with public policy towards contemporary music

Respondents          vS          RS          nSu         Ru          vu          total

Composers          1             0    11           2            13           27

performers          0             2     0           2   2      6

organisations          0             0     4           7   2    13

total            � �    �5         �� ��    46

source: responses to postal survey undertaken for this review; vs – very satisfied, rs -relatively satisfied, nsu - neither 
satisfied or unsatisfied, ru -relatively unsatisfied, vu - very unsatisfied
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4.3 peRfoRmeRs And peRfoRminG ensembles 

within the sector there is a low level of satisfaction with the range of ensembles and their repertoire, 
with composers indicating the least satisfaction, as indicated in table 4.2. key factors associated 
with this dissatisfaction included: insufficient funding for ensembles to meet the high costs of 
producing contemporary music; the commissioning policy of orchestras; lack of live performance 
opportunities for freelance musicians; too narrow repertoires; too selective an approach to irish 
contemporary music repertoire; and insufficient opportunity for musicians to be involved in 
outreach work of orchestras. perceived variability in the quality of performances was generally 
associated with lack of rehearsal time. in the case of ensembles, this is seen as being a function of 
a lack of funds (which is also seen as hindering their ability to retain the best players). 

Table 4.2 Satisfaction with the range of performers and performing 
     ensembles (including repertoire)

Respondents          vS          RS          nSu         Ru          vu          total

Composers          0             3      7        9            7    26

performers          0             1      3        2            0      6

organisations          0             2      5        4            0    11

total           0             6     15       15            7    43

source: responses to postal survey undertaken for this review; vs –very satisfied, rs-relatively satisfied, 
nsu-neither satisfied or unsatisfied, ru-relatively unsatisfied, vu- very unsatisfied

4.4 peRfoRmAnCe oppoRtunities 

there is also dissatisfaction with the number of contemporary music performance opportunities 
in ireland, including second performances (table 4.3). overall, regular, well-funded, high quality 
contemporary music concerts in suitable venues and of a kind to develop audiences, are thought 
to be lacking and there are seen to be few festivals of an international standard with the capacity 
to ‘fire up’ new audiences in ireland.
 

Table 4.3: Satisfaction with the range of performance opportunities including 
                 second performances (concert series, festivals, promoters)

Respondents          vS          RS          nSu         Ru          vu          total

Composers          0             0      9         7           10    26

performers          0             0      1         4            1      6

organisations          0             0      4         6            2    12

total                      0             0    14       17           13             44

source: responses to postal survey undertaken for this review; vs –very satisfied, rs-relatively satisfied, 
nsu-neither satisfied or unsatisfied, ru-relatively unsatisfied, vu- very unsatisfied

few promoters are seen as exhibiting a regular commitment to contemporary music, especially 
outside dublin, although the efforts of a few energetic individuals have led to some innovative 
initiatives. As a result, there are few touring opportunities that could reduce the unit cost of 
performances, and enable composers and performers to develop the work. organisations which 
currently address and promote touring observe that marketing support and fee subsidy need to 
be at a high level to encourage contemporary music bookings. 
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despite these challenges, many consultees noted the potential for contemporary music practitioners 
to establish partnerships with a range of bodies including venues, universities, producers, and 
the network of 34 local authority arts offices (part-funded by the Arts Council). while few of 
these are contemporary music experts, the success of work in centres such as sligo, wexford 
and Cork is seen to offer encouraging possibilities. it was, however, noted that local authority 
programmes tend to focus on local performers and community initiatives, and that they may be 
diffident about engaging artists to deliver work that audiences may find difficult or unappealing. 
it is suggested that organic relationships (e.g. civic projects, site-specific work and residencies 
involving engagement with communities) may be the best way to address this challenge.

Table 4.4: Satisfaction with support for promoters, festivals, programmes

Respondents          vS          RS          nSu         Ru          vu          total

organisations           0 2      5        4            2   13

source: responses to postal survey undertaken for this review; vs –very satisfied, rs-relatively satisfied, 
nsu-neither satisfied or unsatisfied, ru-relatively unsatisfied, vu- very unsatisfied

the funding support offered to promoters for contemporary music is also seen by organisations 
as generally unsatisfactory (table 4.4). financial incentives to encourage promoters to persist in 
an often unrewarding field are considered low and marketing and promotion backup are under-
resourced. one respondent with a good track record of attracting audiences commented that 
promoters “don’t want to put on concerts to small audiences even if there is subsidy to do so”. 

 
4.5 venues 

Respondents’ perceptions of the quality of available venues varied widely, though few thought 
the situation very satisfactory (table 4.5). Choirs, electro-acoustic music, chamber ensembles, 
and orchestras all have different requirements, which may in part explain the diversity of views 
expressed.

Table 4.5: Satisfaction with the quality of venues for contemporary music

Respondents          vS            RS          nSu          Ru          vu          total

Composers           1   6       8            3   8     26 
performers           0   1       2            1    2       6 
organisations           1   1       2            6              1     11

total            2   8     12          10   11     43

source: responses to postal survey undertaken for this review; vs –very satisfied, rs-relatively satisfied, 
nsu-neither satisfied or unsatisfied, ru-relatively unsatisfied, vu- very unsatisfied

festivals are seen to have found suitable local venues for their programmes and in dublin the 
range of larger venues is also seen (by some) to be satisfactory. it was noted that although the 
hugh lane Gallery has been an important venue for informal new music concerts, a prolonged 
gap in activity has had a significant impact on the range of events available. other venues in 
dublin to which contemporary music still has access are: the nCh (although this lacks a dedicated 
smaller space), the helix (which is outside of the city centre), the project and the o’Reilly theatre. 
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other spaces include the national Gallery, the formrt bank of ireland Arts Centre (used by mostly 
modern), the Goethe institute and outdoor sites.

Considerable dismay was expressed concerning the acoustics of many ‘touring’ venues. these 
range from very well-designed theatres, arts centres and auditoria, to very badly equipped venues, 
and include town halls and churches. unfavourable comparisons were made between the irish 
situation and that of the uk or scandinavian countries, where there are purpose-built chamber 
music venues and/or specific buildings for contemporary music. it was noted that in belfast, for 
example, sonic Arts has a dedicated electro-acoustic venue. similarly, in london a new 400-seat 
concert hall is being constructed as part of a new development in king’s Cross that will provide a 
home for a number of new music organisations, including the london sinfonietta. the need for 
a specific building for contemporary music and arts events in dublin was proposed, particularly in 
response to concerns with ‘acoustics’. 

4.6 eduCAtion, outReACh And Community pRoGRAmmes

A number of organisations currently run outreach programmes which include a contemporary 
music element, for schools, the community, and individuals, while this is not a condition of revenue 
funding, most respondents identify education and outreach as an important way of enthusing the 
public, developing audiences and of connecting with young people who may not be learning 
much about music at school. 

there is limited outreach expertise and training available, though music network and the nCh 
have organised training for musicians. two ensembles reported that their preferred musicians have 
limited availability for outreach work due to being heavily committed to rehearsal and concert work 
with other orchestras. they consequently see it as being is ‘too difficult to plan for’ at present. 
while there is a perception that opportunities for increased education and outreach work could be 
found or created, lack of funding is also seen as a barrier. it is generally perceived that investment 
in outreach activities would reap rewards in terms of musician employment, skills development, 
partnership building and audience engagement and development. there are mixed views on the 
adequacy of current opportunities for education/outreach in contemporary music (table 4.6) 

Table 4.6 Satisfaction with opportunities for education/
outreach/community programmes in contemporary music

Respondents          vS          RS          nSu         Ru          vu          total

Composers           0 6    10         5            3    24

performers           0 1      2         1             2      6

organisations           2 1      3         5            0     11

total            2 8    15        11            5     41

source: responses to postal survey undertaken for this review; vs –very satisfied, rs-relatively satisfied, 
nsu-neither satisfied or unsatisfied, ru-relatively unsatisfied, vu- very unsatisfied

4.� musiC infoRmAtion And AdviCe 

Consultees’ views on music information and advice focused primarily around the work of CmC, 
the Association of irish Composers (AiC) and the Arts Council. 
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Table 4.7: Satisfaction with provision of contemporary music information and advice

Respondents          vS          RS          nSu         Ru          vu          total

Composers          4             8     5         6            1   24

performers          2             1     0         3            0     6

organisations          3             5     2         1            1   12

total           9           14     7        10            2   42

source: responses to postal survey undertaken for this review; vs –very satisfied, rs-relatively satisfied, 
nsu-neither satisfied or unsatisfied, ru-relatively unsatisfied, vu- very unsatisfied

Responses presented in table 4.7 reflect a range of opinions among consultees, the greatest number 
being positive and with many approbatory comments about CmC’s activity. those composers 
responding who were represented by CmC are happy with the quality of information and advice. 
its information service is particularly seen as a valuable resource. however, there is some criticism 
of what is seen as an inflexible approach to younger composers, and of the narrow range of 
musical styles represented by CmC; it was further suggested that this lack of breadth constrains 
CmC’s capacity to offer comprehensive advice and information to composers, potential promoters 
and others. the AiC is seen to provide a good information and advice service to composers given 
its limited resources. the principal gaps in current overall information provision are identified as 
information about contemporary music from other countries, legal advice, and information to 
students about education funding.

Respondents urge the Arts Council to distribute more news and advice about subjects, including 
its own programmes, eu cultural funding, ‘percent for Arts’ opportunities, and international 
performers and events. the means suggested included a contemporary music newsletter, the 
website, and an active information mailing list including mail-outs to teachers about available 
funding. it is also suggested that more face-to-face contact could be beneficial through biannual 
information days, outreach schemes to inform composers about opportunities, and a music 
information exchange forum for producers, promoters and performers.

4.� nAtionAl And inteRnAtionAl pRomotion 

 most respondents had a negative or neutral view of the current promotion of irish contemporary 
music, as can be seen in table 4.8. there is a general view that more could be done by policy-
making organisations and other agencies, including the media, to influence public opinion positively 
with respect to irish contemporary music, which is seen to be marginalised in the promotion of 
contemporary irish culture. it was suggested that contemporary music needs to build on the 
‘Celtic tiger effect’ to raise its market profile and appeal. 

Current inadequacy of publication, recording and distribution systems that could have considerable 
impact on the promotion of irish music at home and abroad was also noted. other perceived issues 
in relation to national and international promotion of irish work are: the lack of performance 
opportunities and agencies for irish music abroad; the low profile of contemporary music in 
international promotion and exchanges involving irish culture (such as the ireland China festival 
of 2004); the present lack of market information; the need for more expertise in the programming 
and marketing of contemporary music in ireland; and the role of CmC and the broadcast and 
news media in promoting irish work.
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Table 4.8: Satisfaction with the national and international 
                 promotion of Irish contemporary music

Respondents          vS          RS          nSu         Ru          vu          total

Composers          0             3     10         4            9    26

performers          2    0      3         1            0      6

organisations          0             3      5         2            1     11

total           2             6     18         7           10     43

source: responses to postal survey undertaken for this review; vs –very satisfied, 
rs-relatively satisfied, nsu-neither satisfied or unsatisfied, ru-relatively unsatisfied, vu- very unsatisfied

performing organisations would welcome a more pro-active approach by policy agencies in the 
promotion of contemporary music concerts abroad, perhaps as part of a national contemporary arts 
touring package. the adoption of pro-active training opportunities in promotion, entrepreneurship 
and marketing, and increased funding for marketing activity was also suggested. the importance 
of professional self-promotion by composers when attending events (eg business cards, Cd and 
biography packs) was stressed. while the RtÉ performing ensembles and festival were generally 
seen as promoting contemporary music positively, RtÉ lyric fm was much criticised by interviewees, 
especially in comparison with european radio stations. more television coverage, imaginatively 
scheduled, is also considered necessary. 

4.� ARChivinG And doCumentAtion 

there is generally a very positive view of the archiving and documentation of contemporary music, 
with CmC’s work being specifically praised. the RtÉ libraries are also viewed positively.

Table 4.9: Satisfaction with contemporary music archiving and documentation

Respondents          vS          RS          nSu         Ru          vu          total

Composers           8           10      5         2            1   26

performers           2 1      2         0            1     6

organisations           2 6      3         0            0    11

total           12          17     10         2            2    43

source: responses to postal survey undertaken for this review; vs –very satisfied, rs-relatively satisfied, 
nsu-neither satisfied or unsatisfied, ru-relatively unsatisfied, vu- very unsatisfied

despite this generally positive response, a few areas for improvement such as the arrangements 
for preserving the compositions or manuscripts of deceased composers were identified. it was 
also suggested that the national library and national Archive could/should take a more active 
role in archiving irish music. the absence of a state-sponsored edition of a representative selection 
of important works by irish composers, or complete editions of the works of important historical 
figures, such as have appeared in other countries, was particularly noted. it is felt that CmC and 
the Arts Council should give greater attention to this. 

4.�0 musiC publishinG And ReCoRdinG 

there is considerable frustration in the contemporary music sector concerning publishing and 
recording; this is reflected in table 4.10. 
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 Table 4.10: Satisfaction with contemporary music publishing and recording

Respondents          vS          RS          nSu         Ru          vu          total

Composers                0  0     4        11           10    25

performers           0 0     0         3            3     6 

organisations           0 0     5         3            3    11

total            0 0     9        17          16    42

source: responses to postal survey undertaken for this review; vs –very satisfied, rs-relatively satisfied,
nsu-neither satisfied or unsatisfied, ru-relatively unsatisfied, vu- very unsatisfied

ireland is seen to be too small to sustain an unsubsidised music publishing-house. Consequently, 
irish composers report difficulties in having their work disseminated commercially in ireland and 
abroad, relying primarily on self-publication or on the services of CmC. this is seen to have resulted 
in much irish music not being published or adequately promoted. A subsidised, fully functioning, 
irish-based music publisher is seen as being urgently needed (preferably representing all styles 
of irish music). it is, however, recognised that this would be an expensive exercise. the parallel 
need to have work recorded, distributed, and played on air is also identified as a major challenge. 
factors here include the cost of recording, the lack of a national company or agency to record and 
distribute contemporary music, a lack of Arts Council funding in this area, and the demise of the 
Council’s previous arrangements with naxos. the unreleased archive of recordings at RtÉ was also 
mentioned as an issue.

while contributors were generally keen to see the resumption of some traditional recording and 
distribution system, it was recognised that any future recordings strategy would need to involve 
several interested parties including the irish independent music producers Association (iimpA), RtÉ, 
imRo (irish music Rights organisations) and iRmA (international Recorded music Association). in 
addition, the potential for website downloading was frequently mentioned as an alternative (and 
eventually perhaps the main) system for distributing recorded music. it was suggested that an 
irish music portal connecting traditional, jazz, world, improvised, contemporary music and other 
music genres would have international appeal, and could be set up as a far-sighted alternative to 
physical distribution. the experience of a similar portal set up in 2002 in scotland by the scottish 
library & information Council (sliC) in partnership with the scottish executive was mentioned. 

4.�� eduCAtion And tRAininG oppoRtunities 

4.11.1 Formal education and training
Considerable concern was expressed about music education in schools. low levels of satisfaction 
with overall formal education and training opportunities in contemporary music are indicated 
in table 4.11. the implementation of the recently revised primary school music curriculum is 
perceived as being frustratingly slow. Reference was made to the findings of music network’s 
feasibility study1 which proposes a number of initiatives to help address current shortcomings in 
music education at primary and secondary level. 
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 Table 4.11: Satisfaction with formal education and training opportunities 
                   in contemporary music

Respondents          vS          RS          nSu         Ru          vu          total

Composers          1             4     9        4            4    22

performers          0             2     1        1            2     6

organisations          0  2     2        4            3     11

total           1             8    12        9            9     39

source: responses to postal survey undertaken for this review; vs –very satisfied, rs-relatively satisfied, 
nsu-neither satisfied or unsatisfied, ru-relatively unsatisfied, vu- very unsatisfied

the second-level music education syllabus is generally perceived as inadequate in design and 
delivery. overall the current music education system in schools is seen as a barrier to developing an 
audience or appetite for contemporary music. opinions about third-level music education varied 
although there was general consensus among college teachers that students are now significantly 
less musically literate on entering college than ten years ago. 

A recurring theme addressed by respondents was the need for student composers to have more 
contact with performance culture: ‘the most important training (apart from a solid grounding in 
traditional technical subjects and general musicianship) is to hear performances of work’. Regular 
visits by ensembles and/or musicians, or a composer in residence programme are organised by 
some third-level college music departments. this practice is perceived as very valuable for students. 
however, more is needed; in particular there is a general need for composers to have greater 
access to performing groups and environments, and vice versa.

4.11.2 Continuing training 
there is a perception in the sector of insufficient provision and support for continuing training and 
development. A level of uncertainty and dissatisfaction among organisations and performers as 
well as composers concerning continuing training and development opportunities is indicated in 
table 4.12. 

Table 4.12: Satisfaction with informal training opportunities 
        for contemporary music

Respondents          vS          RS          nSu         Ru          vu          total

Composers           0 2     14        3            4    23

performers           0 0       1        3            2     6

organisations           0 0       6        4            1    11

total                       0 2      21       10            7    40

source: responses to postal survey undertaken for this review; vs –very satisfied, rs-relatively satisfied, 
nsu-neither satisfied or unsatisfied, ru-relatively unsatisfied, vu- very unsatisfied

General appreciation was expressed for current initiatives such as the annual irish Composition 
summer school in maynooth, and the waterford new music week workshops. however, further 
development opportunities and continuing training provision in musical skills and concert 
promotion and administration are felt to be particularly required. Additional needs for continuing 
training were identified as follow:

 • training for managers in contemporary music marketing and public relations 
       and opportunities to travel abroad to see how peer organisations in other 
    countries work.
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 • workshops for performers to learn about new techniques and improve their skills.
 • composer ‘surgeries’ and workshops, including courses for senior composers who 
    need to reconsider their musical styles and direction.
 • career advice for composers on how to ‘break into the scene’.
 

4.�� employment oppoRtunities 

dissatisfaction within the sector with overall employment opportunities in contemporary music is 
indicated in table 4.13. however, respondents suggest that some opportunities in management 
exist — in education and as a performer/administrator — and that more opportunities in promotion 
and administration would attract talented applicants.

Composers expressed different views on the availability of employment opportunities in 
contemporary music: while some perceived a total lack of opportunities, others commented that 
employment opportunities existed, but that one had to work hard to find them or ‘make’ them.
 
Table 4.13: Satisfaction with employment opportunities in contemporary music

Respondents          vS          RS          nSu         Ru          vu          total

Composers          0             0     8         9            8    25

performers          0             0     0         3            3     6

organisations          0             0     0         7            2     9

total                      0             0     8        19           13    40

source: responses to postal survey undertaken for this review; vs –very satisfied, rs-relatively satisfied, 
nsu-neither satisfied or unsatisfied, ru-relatively unsatisfied, vu- very unsatisfied

4.�3 netwoRkinG oppoRtunities

only one-fifth of survey respondents express satisfaction with opportunities for networking in 
contemporary music (table 4.14). the relative smallness of the irish contemporary music ‘scene’ 
is perceived to have both advantages and disadvantages in respect of networking. while some 
respondents report that it is relatively easy to network successfully others suggest that the ‘scene’ 
is “insular and difficult to break into” and that networking remains largely dependent on individual 
initiatives. 

Table 4.14: Satisfaction with contemporary music networking opportunities

Respondents          vS          RS          nSu         Ru          vu          total

Composers           0 5     7         6             5    23

performers           1 1     1         1            2     6

organisations           0 1     3         6            2    12

total                       1 7    11        13            9     41

source: responses to postal survey undertaken for this review; vs–very satisfied, rs-relatively satisfied, 
nsu-neither satisfied or unsatisfied, ru-relatively unsatisfied, vu- very unsatisfied

it is generally perceived that additional networking opportunities are needed for contemporary 
music practitioners to enable regular contact. the setting up of an annual conference where 
composers, performers and promoters could all mingle and network was suggested. it was also 
suggested that an international dimension to irish networking was missing and that opportunities 
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through, for example, the Gaudeamus foundation, and the eCpnm (european Conference of 
promoters of new music) should be pursued, perhaps in conjunction with the CmC web-site. 

4.�4 AudienCes 

during the consultation process, the contemporary music audience (or its lack) emerged as a 
major issue of concern. many explanations were offered for why people did or did not come to 
concerts, or listen to contemporary music on Cd or on air. 
these include the views that classical music audiences are not interested in experiment and that 
some of the contemporary music presented in mainstream concerts alienates rather than develops 
an audience. some believed that younger audiences are interested in a more experimental approach 
(including less conventional settings, and multimedia experiences). there was a general view that 
radio scheduling and presenting of contemporary music patronised the audience and assumed 
that ‘dumbing down’ was required.  the national press have reduced their review coverage and 
rarely preview or debate contemporary music.

there is a concern that lack of music education in schools is resulting in irish audiences becoming 
increasingly ‘musically illiterate’ and that the dominance of easy commercial music (including 
popular traditional music) is overwhelming. despite individual success stories, the need for a new 
focus on audiences is widely recognised. Respondents made a number of suggestions as to how 
this might be achieved, including:

 • more innovative programming and informed marketing to enable contemporary 
    music to reach more than a niche audience. this should target both the more 
              ‘traditional’ classical music audiences and a broader audience for contemporary arts 
               in a few centres of excellence
 • A major international catalytic festival designed to kick start a change in 
               audience attitudes
 • A well-funded and exciting producing organisation (on the model of Cmn or 
               moving on music) which could engage with promoters and tour contemporary music 
               and crossover /other music events to enthusiastic audiences.
 • increased efforts on the part of musicologists and the media to find a new 
               confident language in which to discuss contemporary music with the public.

Any such initiative would be greatly facilitated by good audience intelligence. it is reported that 
at present, there is no collated information about audiences for contemporary music in ireland. 
the sector could be supported by collation of audience attendance and opinions/feedback for 
contemporary music. the Arts Council was exhorted to increase its engagement with producers 
on the issue of audience.
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4.�5 ChApteR summARy 

A summary of stakeholder perspectives, documented in this chapter, is shown in table 4.15.

Table 4.15: Summary table, satisfaction levels with all aspects of 
                   contemporary music investigated (percentages)

aspect                         Satisfied neutral             unsatisfied   number

policy            6  33                    61                   46

Range of performers                  14             35                    51                   43
and ensembles

Range of performance 
opportunities                 0  32         68                  44 
support for promoters, 
festivals and programmes             16  38         46       13

Quality of venues              23  28         49       43

opportunities for 
education/outreach/
community programmes             24  37         39       41

information and advice     54  17         29       42

national and 
international promotion     19  42         39       43

Archiving and documentation     67  23         10       43

publishing and recording        0  21         79       42 
formal education and training    23  31         46       39

informal training         5  52         43       40

employment opportunities        0  20         80       40

networking opportunities    20  27         53       41

source: responses to postal survey undertaken for this review

stakeholder perspectives have been documented in this chapter. stakeholders are satisfied with 
archiving and documentation services, and the current level and quality of contemporary music 
information and advice. there is dissatisfaction with current performance opportunities in ireland, 
with public policy to date, with the range of ensembles and their repertoire, with publishing, 
recording and distribution systems and with employment opportunities. there is also dissatisfaction 
with the current levels of opportunities for formal education and training. further development 
support is necessary in each of these areas.

stakeholders made various suggestions to address perceived deficits. these included policy 
initiatives and advocacy to raise the music sector’s profile, and counter negative public perceptions 
of it. they recommended support for publication projects and recordings, including development 
of a music portal; increased supports for performance and production, including the need for 
a specific building for contemporary music/arts events in dublin; more pro-active promotion of 
contemporary music concerts abroad; increased continuing training opportunities, including 
workshops and master-classes for performers, contemporary music marketing and pR training for 
managers; and support for increased networking opportunities was also suggested.
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Section 5: inteRnAtionAl CAse studies

5.� intRoduCtion

Case studies of the contemporary music sector in five european countries denmark, finland, 
scotland, norway and holland are presented in this chapter. Aspects of public supports and 
examples of contemporary music initiatives are presented for each country and, where relevant, 
public sector initiatives in recording and/or publishing are outlined. in addition information is 
provided on good practice initiatives in england. the main types of public support initiatives across 
the six countries are outlined in the chapter summary.

the key factors used in selecting countries for comparative review were population-size similar 
to that of ireland (4.0 million), similarity in terms of legislative and public funding framework 
and scope of sector and activities. denmark, finland, scotland and norway were chosen on this 
basis. in addition it was decided that it would be beneficial to provide information on specific 
developments and initiatives in holland and england that could be of potential interest to the irish 
sector, despite their considerably larger populations. the information provided in this chapter was 
collected through a combination of secondary and primary sources. organisational representatives 
interviewed are listed in Appendix 2 while details of websites are provided in Appendix 4.

Table 5.1: Population size of case-study countries

country    population (millions)

denmark    5.4

finland     5.2

scotland    5.0

norway    4.5

holland    15.8

england    50.0

the key support infrastructure and initiatives for each country are summarised in table 5.2. in 
table 5.3 the main types of initiatives are highlighted with examples from different countries.
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Table 5.2: Key support infrastructure and initiatives of case study countries

country  key state supports  initiatives
   infrastructure

denmark  danish Arts Agency  music Council
   danish Arts Council  music information Centre
   danish Arts foundation new music Centre
   music Act   online music Research library
       schools of music and preparatory 
       courses for conservatories
       secretariat for Contemporary music

finland   Arts Council of finland  30 professional orchestras
   Central Arts Council  Artist bursary
   national Arts Council   festivals
       foundation for the promotion 
       of finnish music
       music information Centre
       music institutes and music schools

scotland  scottish Arts Council  Creative bursaries
       Cross party Committee
       distil
       new music in scotland
       scottish music Centre
       sound festival
       tune up
       youth music initiative

norway  County and local   Composition classes
   municipalities   Concert promotion
   ministry of Culture and  organisation (Rikskoncertene)
   Church Affairs   Contemporary music festivals
       ensembles/performers

holland  Cultural Affairs and science 17 orchestras
   independent cultural   Creative music fund
   foundations   donemus information Centre
   ministry of education  for Contemporary music
       Gaudeamus foundation
       music information Centre
       muziekgroep nederland 

england  Arts Council england  Aldeburgh festival and Residencies
       bmiC and spmn
       Contemporary music network
       dartington plus 
       kings’s place
       the sage
       youth music
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Table 5.3: European case study - examples of public contemporary music supports 

focus of initiative  example    country

music education  preparatory courses for   denmark
    conservatories (musikalsk 
    Grundkursus) in schools of music
 
    network of music institutions   finland
    and music schools
 
    Graduate and post-graduate   norway
    programmes in composition
 
organisations/centres for  donemus information Centre  holland
promoting contemporary  for Contemporary music
music (including information  Gaudeamus foundation.
and archiving)   secretariat for Contemporary music

    new music Centre   denmark

    foundation for the promotion   finland
    of finnish music
 
bursaries, residencies,   Creative bursaries   scotland
touring and professional  Aldeburgh residencies   england
development awards  dartington plus   england
    new music touring 
    scheme    scotland

local authority   funding of professional  finland
and city funding  orchestras 
    Concerts promotion    norway
    – Rikskoncertene
 
dedicated    Creative music fund   holland
commissioning fund

purpose-built concert halls muziekgebouw aa’nt ‘iJ,   holland
    Amsterdam   
    sage, Gateshead   england

political support  Cross-party Committee  scotland
 formation   for Contemporary music
 
publications and recording muzigroep    holland
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5.�. denmARk

5.2.1. Overview of State support
in denmark, subsidies are granted in the field of music to guarantee diversity and equal access to 
music for all citizens. they are awarded for both composition and performance, including music of 
general public interest, music tuition, subsidies to orchestras and clubs. the danish contemporary 
music scene is developing rapidly and more works are being composed and performed than 
before. this positive trend is the culmination of the political initiatives taken in the 1960s and 
1970s to enhance the role of culture.
 
the music Act of 1976, the first of its kind in the world, was the main catalyst. musical activity, 
especially classical, received much support to strengthen and consolidate non-commercial music. 
in addition to grants to composers, substantial national and regional subsidies are given to five 
symphony orchestras, a number of regional ensembles, chamber opera companies, a national 
company and individual ensembles, choirs, and musicians. the ministry of Culture provides the 
subsidies through the danish music Council, which distributes the funds in accordance with 
the music Act. since 2001 the danish secretariat for international Cultural Relations has been 
denmark’s official representative abroad.

danish state support for artists, the arts scene in denmark, and international exchange and 
information activities are administered by the danish Arts Agency, under the danish ministry 
of Culture, and channelled via two bodies, the danish Arts foundation and the danish Arts 
Council.
 
the Committee for music of the danish Arts Council provides support for the following international 
purposes:
 • musical exchanges and danish music abroad
 • foreign partners who wish to invite a danish musician or composer or ensemble, 
    or to present danish music, may apply for grants. 

on application from a foreign musician or ensemble, the danish Arts foundation can provide 
support towards: 
 • Commission fees for danish composers where the institution applying 
    has a formal agreement with the composer.

5.2.2 Examples of initiatives in the sector

The Secretariat for Contemporary Music
snyk, the secretariat for Contemporary music, is a non-profit organisation based on co-operation 
between musicians, composers, event organisers and communicators, with a view to strengthening 
and maintaining the position of contemporary danish music both nationally and internationally. 
it was founded in 2000 with the help of start-up funding from, amongst others, the danish 
Composers society and the danish musicians union and states as its mission:
 • to raise the profile of danish contemporary music in denmark and abroad 
 • to collect and co-ordinate information on the contemporary music scene in denmark 
 • to provide contacts and information at home and abroad 
 • to initiate new activities and participate in the production of contemporary 
    music events 
 • to provide advice and guidance in connection with projects relating to 
    contemporary music 

snyk defines the term contemporary music broadly, from music created for classical instruments 
and ensembles such as symphony and chamber orchestras, opera companies, and choirs, to music 
occupying the borderland between the classical genres and, for example, jazz, improvised, electro-
acoustic and rock music.
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The Danish Music Council 
the danish music Council is entrusted with promoting music in denmark and an appreciation 
of danish music abroad so that old and new music, and hitherto unknown genres and forms of 
music receive international attention. the Council administers grants to music of general interest, 
schools of music and clubs. it became part of the new structure for the support of the arts in 
2003.

The Danish Music Information Centre (MIC) 
the danish miC is a self-regulating agency financed by the danish music Council. miC functions 
as a national centre in charge of the registration, documentation and dissemination of information 
with respect to danish music at home and abroad. the centre is also responsible for planning and 
arranging danish music events abroad. 

Music Education
denmark has around 235 schools of music nation-wide, catering to about 134,000 pupils. these 
schools of music are predominantly municipal institutes, although a state subsidy covers up to 25 
per cent of the expenditure for teachers’ salaries. Approximately every fifth dane sings or plays an 
instrument. in connection with the danish schools of music, the state grants additional subsidies 
for specialised preparatory courses for conservatories — musikalsk Grundkursus (mGks). these 
are conducted at a centrally located major school of music in each county. An mGk is a three-year 
introductory course designed to train performers, who in turn may stimulate music appreciation 
in the local community. they also prepare students for admission to music conservatories. young 
people aged 14-25 may apply for admission to the mGk. in addition, live music in schools (lms), 
a non-profit organisation established in 1992, and funded by the danish Arts Council, aims to 
offer high quality live music to schools throughout denmark. lms has established contacts in 
many european countries and has co-operated on projects with other scandinavian countries.

The Online Music Research Library of Denmark
this is a central web portal to music resources in public institutions in denmark run by the Royal 
library, the state and university library, and odense university library. it offers access to danish 
music resources, including sheet music, music samples, bibliographies, discographies, a database 
of contemporary danish works, and full-text music magazines. 

New Music Ensembles/Orchestras/Festivals
the contemporary music scene in denmark is varied, of high quality, and extremely active. 
there are five provincial symphony orchestras devoted to promoting music appreciation in their 
respective provinces, namely Århus, Aalborg, south Jutland, odense and zealand. provincial 
orchestras have an obligation to arrange concerts containing a varied repertoire of older and 
newer classical pieces, including nordic and especially danish works composed after 1900. opera 
houses, likewise, are including more and more contemporary music in their programmes, and a 
number of distinctive contemporary music ensembles have made a name for themselves. musical 
associations and festivals with a focus on contemporary music have also been established for 
some years. musikfest, (music harvest), is an important annual festival of contemporary music 
based in odense and has been running for the past 21 years. the programmes are often themed 
and the theme for 2006 is contemporary danish and American music.

New Music Centre
the main focus of a recently-established new music Centre (ny musik Center), funded jointly by 
the two conservatories in odense and Copenhagen, is to:
 • develop pedagogical methods in the fields of contemporary music;
 • arrange master classes and workshops;
 • establish contacts with the universities, concerning new music topics;
 • establish and foster networks in the new music, nationally and internationally.
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The Danish State-Funded Recording Company
the danish Arts Council founded dacapo Records in 1989 as an independent institution. since 
then dacapo has effectively overcome any competition from small independent record companies 
previously operating in this sphere, and now holds an extremely important position in the danish 
new-music recording scene. it has contributed to a considerable growth in knowledge and 
understanding of danish music abroad and has won many international awards. dacapo exclusively 
records danish music, from the compositions of the middle Ages to new contemporary music. 
Jazz and experimental music also have a place in the company’s repertoire. Contemporary music 
accounts for about half of the company’s approximately 25 releases annually. dacapo Records 
is mainly subsidised by the danish music Council. however, there is an ever-increasing need for 
funding from foundations and sponsors to support its wide range of Cd projects.

5.3  finlAnd

5.3.1 Overview of State support

thanks largely to the international profile of Jean sibelius, music occupies a central position in 
finnish society today. over the past 30 years, finnish music has enjoyed a unique boom. new 
operas, orchestral works and chamber music works are being commissioned and performed 
repeatedly, and the top names in finnish contemporary music are also major international figures. 
in the 1990s, finnish contemporary music established a powerful and continuing presence in the 
international music industry. the music of kaija saariaho, magnus lindberg, einojuhani Rautavaara, 
esa-pekka salonen and kalevi Aho is being published and recorded frequently, and their works are 
also being performed regularly at major centres of music around the world.

in a country of only 5.2 million people, contemporary music is strongly represented in all aspects of 
musical life: music education, regular concert series, publishing, recording and festivals. in addition 
to the established composers, finland’s high-quality music education system is constantly bringing 
new names to the scene. An outstanding system of music education is considered the primary 
reason behind such a plethora of talent. it is also the source of a national attitude that music is not 
simply a diversion but an essential element for personal, cultural and civic development, and as 
deserving of government subsidy as health care and schools. most arts funding and development 
initiatives come from the various arts councils across the country – central, national and regional.

5.3.2 Examples of initiatives in the sector

The Arts Councils of Finland
the Central Arts Council is an expert body subordinate to the ministry of education. it comprises 
the chairpersons of the nine national Art Councils and six other members appointed by the 
Government. the Central Arts Council and the national Art Councils together constitute the Arts 
Council of finland. in addition, with a view to promoting regional cultural life, each provincial 
state office has one or more regional arts councils composed of a maximum of eleven members. 
each regional arts council has a staff consisting of a full-time secretary general, clerical staff and up 
to four regional artists. they are independent of other branches of administration and committed 
only to promoting the arts. most of their funding comes from the proceeds of lotteries and pools. 
while the various national and regional Arts Councils of finland run initiatives and actively promote 
the arts within their respective regions, they also embrace a policy of co-operation and interaction 
through a network of cultural and educational institutions and organisations nation-wide.

Each national arts council 
 • annually awards artist and project grants in its field and other art promotion 
    funds within its competence
 • follows developments in the arts
 • takes initiatives and makes proposals for the promotion of the arts
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 • issues statements in matters concerning the arts
 • annually submits a proposal to the Central Arts Council concerning appropriations 
   for the promotion of the arts, to be included in the state budget 
 • promotes awareness of finnish art abroad and international interaction
 • promotes publications on arts
 • promotes participation in the arts

Music Education
today, there are 95 music institutes belonging to the Association of finnish music schools, with 
over 60,000 students. there are a further 40 to 50 music schools that do not belong to any 
association; they have an estimated total of 6,000 students. All the above figures include music 
play-schools, the category that experienced the largest increase in the 1990s; they accommodate 
20,000 children under school age. parishes, civic colleges and workers’ institutes run music play-
schools. the emergence and development of music institutes has been enabled by the financial 
contributions of local authorities and the Government. private funding in the form of term fees is, 
however, still required. Government contributions (44%), local authority contributions (40%), and 
student fees (16%) fund music institutes belonging to the association.
 
Artist Bursary Scheme
Artists can apply to a bursary scheme that enables them to devote themselves to artistic work for 
one, three or five years. the grants equate to approximately €1,000 per month. they can also be 
used to facilitate further education in finland or abroad.

Finnish Music Information Centre (FIMIC)
fimiC covers almost every genre of music: 20th-century, historical and contemporary, rock, jazz, 
dance, big band and folk/world music and, significantly, has as its slogan ‘to Get finnish music 
heard’. in principle, fimiC only deals with composers and their compositions, but in practice it 
provides a music information service covering a wider field. fimiC also actively participates in 
international exhibitions and music fairs and attends major international music festivals in order to 
meet festival directors, musicians, conductors, managers and journalists. furthermore, they help 
publishers and record companies in their promotional activities for finnish composers. their music 
library maintains a large selection of finnish published music and distributes unpublished works 
by finnish composers; it also maintains a collection of press cuttings and photographs in addition 
to a sound archive. their website contains an extensive survey of finnish contemporary music 
and includes overviews, composer catalogues, programme notes, audio samples and instrument-
specific listings. the news section contains the latest information on finnish music.

Festivals supporting contemporary music
there are three festivals specialising in contemporary music. the first of these is the viitasaari 
summer academy held annually since 1981, together with the music festival, musiikin aika (time 
of music). secondly there is musica nova helsinki (formerly the helsinki biennale, now an annual 
festival), also founded in 1981, a forum for leading composers and musicians. the third festival, 
the tampere biennale founded in 1986, focuses on finnish contemporary music.

New Music Ensembles/Orchestras
finland is a land rich in symphony orchestras. the almost 30 professional orchestras play a crucial 
role as providers of regional music services. Regional operas operate in a dozen cities, almost 
without exception in co-operation with local arts institutions (opera society, theatre, orchestra, 
conservatory or music institute). the finnish Radio symphony orchestra, the Avanti! Chamber 
orchestra, the helsinki philharmonic, sinfonia lahti and the ostrobothnian Chamber orchestra 
always perform finnish contemporary music on their foreign tours, and their world-famous 
conductors are familiar with the domestic contemporary repertoire. 
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As in all scandinavian countries, public funding is a major component in the economy of orchestras 
in finland. the main responsibility is taken by the cities supporting their own orchestras; they 
account for an average of 60% of orchestral budgets. the state contributes an average share of 
25% on the basis of the theatre and orchestra Act, 1993. Although orchestras are important for 
state and municipal cultural policy, it should be noted that the orchestra system was not created 
under Government guidance. on the contrary, music lovers at the local level founded every finnish 
orchestra. without exception, the public sector only became involved when it became apparent 
that the orchestra was serious and wished to develop.

dwindling audiences at orchestral concerts are a problem in most western countries, but finland 
is a rare exception – audience figures have increased steadily in recent years. A major milestone 
was reached in 1996 when annual attendance at orchestra concerts exceeded one million. this 
equals 20% of finland’s population, and is one of the highest attendance rates in the world. one 
reason for this must lie in the success of national music policy. because of state and municipal 
support, ticket prices are reasonable and present no obstacle for anyone attending. ticket prices 
for an ordinary symphony concert range between €10 and €15.
 
finnish orchestras have always featured contemporary music, particularly contemporary finnish 
music. in 1995, finnish orchestras commissioned and premiered 46 new orchestral works. the 
corresponding figures for more recent years were 36 in 1996, 42 in 1997, 33 in 1998 and 60 
in 2003. Clearly orchestras have been active in commissioning new works. indeed, the problem 
usually lies not in having a work premiered but in having it performed again; the concept of the 
‘farewell premiere’ is well known in finland, as it is elsewhere in europe. A new chapter in the 
history of music in finland opened in autumn 1997 when no fewer than fourteen orchestras 
embarked on a national project entitled back into the future — Composers as part of the orchestra. 
under this project, orchestras nominated a composer-in-residence and committed themselves to 
collaborating with him/her for a period of one to five years. 

5.3.3 Recording in Finland
the finnish recording industry has declined from its peak in the late 1980s when finns purchased 
a total of 16 million albums per year – approximately four copies each. As elsewhere, globalisation 
has concentrated ownership of labels into the ‘big five’ (bmG, emi, sony, universal and the warner 
bros.) nevertheless, finnish consumers still favour domestically produced music. in 2002, the most 
popular local album sold close to 97,000 copies while the best-selling non-finnish album did not 
reach a third of that amount. 

the bulk of these sales are, of course, in the field of popular music; however, the finnish music 
tradition discussed above has resulted, in recent years, in a (declining) handful of record companies 
that specialise in locally composed work, principally ondine Records and finlandia. the latter is 
now part of warner bros. and has relocated to stockholm with a commensurate decline in its 
finnish activity. because of the limited amount of classical albums sold annually, the foundation 
for the promotion of finnish music (luses), funded by private foundations, has undertaken a 
special project that aims to record and thus preserve finnish opera music.

5.4  sCotlAnd

5. 4.1. Overview of State support
scotland, like ireland, has a powerful traditional music heritage and has, until recently, focused on 
the past rather than on contemporary developments in music. Recent initiatives, however, have 
been created to enable greater numbers of people living outside major cities to experience a range 
of music, including contemporary classical. the scottish Arts Council (sAC) is the principal channel 
of public funding for the arts in scotland. it receives most of its funding from the scottish executive. 
As an arm’s length body, it is independent from but accountable to the scottish executive. the 
sAC also distributes funds from the national lottery to the arts in scotland. the main aim of 
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lottery funding is to support arts projects that make an important and lasting difference to the 
quality of life for the general public.

the budget for music is around €20.5 million, and priority is given to building support for under-
represented genres of music and continuing support for those already established. future priorities 
amongst musical styles are scottish and Gaelic traditional music and all forms of contemporary 
music, including music from other cultures, and new music theatre. the Council’s aims are to 
serve audiences, creators and performers, organisers and support workers, students and teachers 
of music and participants in musical activities. each year, financial support is given to a range 
of national organisations promoting music, including the scottish Chamber orchestra, scottish 
opera, the paragon ensemble, the Royal scottish national orchestra, the edinburgh festival 
and st magnus festival in orkney. A variety of one-off projects, festivals, workshops, concert 
performances and other activities are also supported. 

5.4.2. Examples of initiatives in the sector

Tune Up
tune up is a contemporary music-touring scheme established by the scottish Arts Council in 
2003 to provide funding for top national and international musicians to perform across scotland. 
particular emphasis is on touring to more remote locations that do not usually benefit from a 
varied range of high-quality live music. over the past two years (2004/5), more than 20 groups 
have performed almost 200 concerts in more than 50 different venues throughout scotland.
 
Creative bursaries 
Creative bursaries provide the biggest support for groups and individual creators. each year the 
scottish Arts Council’s Creative scotland Awards offer £30,000 each for up to ten of scotland’s 
leading artists. the awards provide a unique opportunity for established artists to experiment and 
realise imaginative ideas in a major project. A number of contemporary composers have benefited 
from these awards including Alistair macdonald, Gordon mcpherson, lyell Cresswell and sally 
beamish. this is one of the richest arts awards in europe. music commissioning funds also exist for 
composers to encourage the creation of contemporary music. 

Youth Music Initiative
in the past two years, the first minister has introduced an extra £17.5 million for music tuition for 
young people, a major boost for the next generation of scottish musicians. the sAC is working with 
partners to ensure that more young people have the opportunity to learn a musical instrument. 
funding is available to help support a nation-wide network of choirs and amateur ensembles by 
allowing them to engage professional help for their concerts. 

The Cross Party Committee for Contemporary Music
the purpose of the scottish parliament’s Cross party Committee for Contemporary music is to help 
members of the scottish parties (msps) to address the needs of scotland’s Contemporary music 
industry. its goal is: to provide msps with a source of information and expertise on issues affecting 
the industry; to create a forum that enables interested parties to forward ideas to improve the 
national infrastructure of the industry; and to liaise with external agencies of the scottish executive 
in order to promote the scottish Contemporary music industry’s interests at home and abroad. it 
also aims to ensure the agencies of the scottish executive are aware of the value of the industry 
in both economic and cultural terms.

New Music In Scotland (NEMIS)
nemis was established in 2001 as a music network for scottish artists, labels, music businesses, 
media, recording studios, venues, radio, creative and professional services within the industry. its 
aim was to bring together those with a strong interest in the promotion and development of new 
music in scotland. nemis offers advice to anyone involved in any area of the music business, and 
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assists the marketing and promotion of the industry through the showcasing of groups regionally, 
nationally and internationally. it also offers discounted rates at trade fairs and music industry 
seminars, produces compilation Cds to promote independent scottish music of all genres, provides 
music industry workshops and seminars throughout scotland and provides a facility where people 
can have the opportunity to network with like-minded individuals within the industry. nemis 
works in close partnership with the scottish Arts Council and scottish enterprise.
 
The Scottish Music Centre
the scottish music Centre is a service funded by scottish Arts Council to document and promote 
scottish music. it has recently widened its remit from contemporary classical music to include more 
or less the whole spectrum of scottish creative music. the centre is now located at the Gait in 
Glasgow, a multi-million pound new development, where the bbC scottish symphony orchestra 
is also based. the centre has now removed the word ‘information’ from its title. its broader remit 
allows it to engage with a much wider audience base and it provides a web-site that is punchy, 
informative and a valuable resource for the whole sector, including education. 

Distil
the distil project is a ‘laboratory’ for some of the nation’s brightest young composers and allows 
musicians of different genres to get together to exchange information and techniques, and to 
experiment, with guidance from more established composers and innovators. 

Sound Festival
sound is a new contemporary music festival in north east scotland, set up by local organisations to 
present to a large and varied public an eclectic range of contemporary music, classical, traditional, 
popular, jazz, and experimental. events include concerts, workshops and electro-acoustic
installations featuring artists and composers. 

5.5.  noRwAy

5.5.1.  Overview of State support

public funding in norway is disbursed at three levels — the state, the county and the municipalities. 
in principle, the ministry of Culture and Church Affairs is responsible for major national cultural 
initiatives, while the counties are responsible for regional initiatives and the municipalities are 
responsible for the local events. this arrangement was put in place in 1986 as part of a new 
funding system designed to give greater freedom to local authorities and to achieve rationalisation 
in the local sector. however, some important regional and local cultural events are still partly 
financially dependent on the ministry. since 2004, the ministry fully or partially supports over 400 
institutions, organisations, associations and projects.
public funding to artists is channelled through various collective funds and cultural policies, the 
most important being the office for Government grants and guaranteed income for artists. 
Grants may be applied for, and allotted to artists who reside and work primarily in norway. 
Contemporary music in norway is a field that combines increasingly vibrant activity with a wide 
international reputation. besides being innovative creators and performers of composed music, 
norway’s younger generation of composers and musicians are also venturing into improvisation, 
jazz, ‘noise’ and mixed-media arts. 

5.5.2. Examples of initiatives in the sector

Ensembles/performers
during the 1980s several professional contemporary music ensembles emerged from norway. 
now groups such as Cikada, bit 20 ensemble and the oslo sinfonietta are counted amongst 
europe’s finest, regularly performing in international festivals for contemporary music and working 
with composers from all over the world. Contemporary groups such as the trio poinG and the 
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percussion trio sisu are finding success, along with excellent soloists such as the accordionist 
frode haltli. norwegian conductors such as Christian eggen and Rolf Gupta receive invitations 
to work with ensembles such as the parisian ensemble interContemporain and Germany-based 
musikfabrik.

Festivals
the founding of the ultimA Contemporary music festival in 1991, following the international 
society for Contemporary music (isCm’s) location of its festival world music days to oslo in 1990, 
was a significant event in the history of contemporary music in norway. ultima co-operates with 
festivals all over europe, presenting norway’s finest performers and composers of new music and 
inviting international composers and performers to oslo every year.

in bergen the Auttonale-bergen festival of Contemporary music and the music factory 
Contemporary music festival were merged in 2004 to become the borealis Contemporary music 
festival. in 2005, oslo produced a new mini-festival for contemporary music called happy days, 
initiated by ny musikk (new music), the norwegian section of the isCm. ny musikk is also 
involved in several local festivals for contemporary music in northern norway. founded in 1936, 
ny musikk has regional branches in nine norwegian cities, as well as housing the Cikada ensemble 
and an association for young composers. Contemporary music also forms an increasing part of 
the programmes of many local festivals, ensembles and orchestras, and annual chamber music 
festivals. two nordic biennales of contemporary music, the nordic music days and the young 
nordic music (unm), move between the nordic countries, thus also regularly coming to norway. 

Composition classes/education
the norwegian Academy of music in oslo and the Grieg Academy in bergen teach composition 
at bachelor and master levels. the computer music studio, notAm (norwegian network for 
technology, Acoustics and music), was established in 1993 and assists composers, sound artists 
and students in the fields of acoustics, computer-assisted composing and digital sound processing. 
notAm co-operates with the musicology departments at the universities in oslo, bergen and 
trondheim.

Rikskoncertene
in 1967 a concert-promoting organisation known as Rikskoncertene was established by the then 
ministry for Church and Cultural Affairs. now administered by the ministry of Culture and Church 
Affairs, this agency collaborates with county and local authorities to promote concert tours, 
providing between 80 and 90 per cent of the costs involved in staging concerts in regional venues 
around the country. Altogether it funds 10,000 concerts per year with an annual government 
subsidy of €14 million. the concert programme is diverse and Rikskoncertene is part of an 
international consortium developing new work across contemporary genres, including classical, 
contemporary, jazz, rock and pop, folk and world music. its main tasks are:

 • producing quality concert programmes and arranging tours of these 
    programmes throughout norway, in close co-operation with local concert organisers. 
 • administering norway’s national school Concert scheme and ensuring that it 
    reflects both high artistic and educational quality and musical diversity.
 • acting as an adviser, co-ordinator and operating agent in the implementation of 
    norway’s international cultural policy.

the Rikskoncertene intRo schemes for exceptionally skilled young performers of classical music 
and jazz, in close co-operation with major music festivals, have become important bridges into 
national and international careers for a number of young artists. other education initiatives include 
a nation-wide school concert scheme and a region-based scheme with concerts for pre-school 
children. the school concert scheme now covers all the children in primary and lower secondary 
schools in 95% of the norwegian municipalities. Rikskoncertene is also active internationally and 
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is engaged in a range of diverse international music projects. music is an important element 
in norwegian foreign policy and development work. Rikskonsertene acts as adviser in musical 
matters for mfA and noRAd. it also operates specific programmes and projects abroad, such as 
exchange programmes for musical artists and long-term development programmes. 

5.6 hollAnd

5.6.1. Overview of State support

the ministry of education, Cultural Affairs and science is responsible for dutch cultural policy. the 
basic premise of the dutch cultural funding system is to pay for those arts that are considered 
valuable, but are not supported by the market. A substantial portion of the annual national 
cultural budget is shared out among independent foundations. the link with the Government 
is restricted to the appointment of board members, the decision concerning the annual budget, 
and the annual statement of accounts. the Government has to approve the statutes and subsidy 
schemes of the various foundations. there are a total of 13 separate funds which cover such 
areas as contemporary music, visual arts, theatre, performing arts, architecture, literature and so 
on, each with its own policy. these have to take account of the national cultural policy, but the 
final distribution of budget funds is the responsibility of the foundations themselves. Advice is 
accepted from experts within the sector. the smallest fund, the Creative music fund (fonds voor 
de scheppende toonkunst), distributed 3.4 million guilders (equivalent to €1.54m) in 1998 to 
179 grantees (out of 511 applicants). the fund is the biggest commissioner of new music in the 
netherlands, and the only facility of its kind in the world.

the dutch Council for Culture is the statutory advisory body to the Government on issues of 
cultural policy. it is an independent institution that presents recommendations on the basis of 
expertise, and unlike other european Arts Councils, does not directly engage in funding initiatives. 
the organisation serves professional arts, amateur arts, music and music theatre, theatre, dance, 
visual arts and design, heritage, museums and galleries, libraries, archives, archaeology, writing 
and literature, book publishing, media arts, film, video, television, multi-media, broadcasting and 
arts education.

5.6.2. Examples of initiatives in the sector

The Gaudeamus Foundation
the principal and highly renowned centre for contemporary music in holland, the Gaudeamus 
foundation (Gf) organises and promotes contemporary musical activities and concerts both in 
the netherlands and abroad. founded in 1945, Gaudeamus focuses on supporting the career 
development of young composers and musicians through its library facilities, contacts with 
international organisations, and its own activities, which include:

 • the international Gaudeamus music week, which focuses on music by young 
    composers and includes an under-30s Composers Competition;
 • the international Gaudeamus interpreters Competition for performers of 
    contemporary music;
 • Concerts and festivals. the Gf sponsors contemporary music festivals and 
    special projects in numerous countries, such as courses on and by composers, 
    master-classes, lectures, thematic festivals and exchange programmes. they also 
    advise international organisations on new developments in contemporary music, 
    and facilitate the attendance of dutch composers and ensembles at leading festivals.
 • A library and documentation Centre for Contemporary music with an extensive
     collection of scores, audio materials, information on composers, and current 
    periodicals. the library at present comprises 41,560 scores and 53,602 recordings 
    by 19,024 composers, and an online database is also available. 
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Donemus – Information Centre for Contemporary Music
donemus is an information centre with a collection that covers all works composed in the past 
century. it is the country’s specialist agency of dutch contemporary music with a catalogue that 
includes to date the work of some 500 composers, and more than 10,000 works. in addition 
to modern compositions, they also publish rarely heard or unkown works of composers from 
holland’s past. 

Music Information Centre 
the library of the music information Centre (miC) includes the complete donemus publishing 
fund and a collection of dutch sheet music for amateurs. the miC provides information on dutch 
musical life and has access to biographies, composition lists, reviews, programme notes and 
articles on dutch composers. Additionally, the library has a large collection of music journals, 
bibliographies and other reference works and an extensive collection of music recordings and 
videos of contemporary dutch music.

Muziekgroep Nederland
the publisher and promoter of dutch contemporary ‘serious’ music, muziekgroep nederland 
(mGn) is subsidised by buma (the bureau of musical Copyright) and to a large extent by central 
government. it aims to further the interests of dutch composers and dutch music by publishing 
scores, sheet music, books and periodicals and by releasing Cds. Additionally, mGn regularly 
organises concerts and educational projects, and manages an extensive music information Centre. 
it also provides documentation and information on repertoire to amateur performers. it was formed 
from the merger of the Centrum nederlandse muziek, and the Repertoire informatiecentrum 
muziek and donemus. 

Contemporary music ensembles/orchestras
the netherlands has seventeen symphony orchestras based in towns and cities throughout the 
country, many specialist ensembles for contemporary music, and a keen taste for adventurous 
programmes. opera also flourishes in holland. the netherlands opera Company in particular, 
based in Amsterdam, has established an international reputation, and each year stages around ten 
productions in which contemporary opera has an important place.

Muziekgebouw aan ’t IJ 
Amsterdam has recently opened a new, state of the art, concert hall for contemporary music, the 
muziekgebouw aan ‘t iJ. the hall presents current musical developments in the form of festivals, 
thematic projects, multimedia concerts and special events that forge links with other eras, styles, 
cultures and art forms. the hall consists of a multifunctional main auditorium, with seating for 735 
or standing room for 1,500, and a smaller auditorium seating 100, both with foyers and extensive 
conference and catering facilities. next door to the muziekgebouw aan ‘t iJ, is the bimhuis, for 
jazz and improvisation. the muziekgebouw aan ’t iJ provides ensembles, composers and makers 
of music theatre with their own place. the stage and auditorium capacity can be adjusted to the 
specific wishes of composers and musicians. ensembles and organisations can rehearse and run 
their offices there and musicians, composers and audiences can enjoy this exceptional building.

Recording and publishing challenges in Holland
mGn distributes Cds on three labels: contemporary, dutch through the ages, and international. 
like its international peers, mGn has focused its publishing activities on printed music from which 
it derives income. however, this is becoming an increasingly perilous business model and as the 
netherlands government has recently been withdrawing funding (leading to a reduction in Cd 
production) many publishers in holland, including donemus, are exploring new digital possibilities 
as software evolves. 
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5.� enGlAnd

it would not be relevant to give a full overview of the funding of the contemporary music sector 
in england because of its disproportionate size in relation to ireland. however, there are certain 
initiatives worth mentioning in this context:

5.7.1 Centres of Excellence

in the past few years, three notable Centres of excellence have been established to re-invigorate 
the sector and to encourage the sharing of resources and expansion of ideas between suitable 
partners.

Aldeburgh
Aldeburgh, the contemporary music festival in suffolk and home of the britten-pears school, has 
recently launched Aldeburgh Residencies, which offer, in the inspirational setting of the suffolk 
coast, bespoke development opportunities to artists with talent and potential. using facilities in 
Aldeburgh and snape maltings, individual performers and ensembles are able to re-energise, 
compose, work on new repertoire, try out new partnerships, learn new skills and explore cross-
artform possibilities.to some extent, it has been modelled on the celebrated banff Centre in 
Canada.

Dartington Plus
dartington plus is a centre of excellence in music and the arts, delivered through a partnership 
between the dartington hall trust, dartington College of Arts and king edward vi Community 
College. music education is an integral and significant part of its work, particularly in supporting 
young talent in the south west region. it has set up a wide range of music and arts activity for 
creative practitioners, for gifted and talented young artists, and to those just starting out in a 
career, as well as to experienced professionals developing their practice. its programme falls into 
six strands of activity: education and community, performance programme, residencies, training 
and professional development, regional development agency, and cross art-form projects. 
 
The Sage, Gateshead
the sage is a £70 million new concert hall facility in the north east of england. uniquely it is home 
to both northern sinfonia and folkworks and a ground-breaking education school and resource, 
which has eight strategic programmes: early years, work with schools, vocal and instrumental 
learning, practitioner development, Community music, further and higher education, Resources, 
and music in the workplace. the facility consists of two performance spaces of acoustic excellence, 
northern Rock foundation hall for rehearsal performance, a twenty-five room music education 
Centre, exploremusic (a music information resource centre in the Joan and margaret halbert 
space), the barbour Room (an entertainment room), plus studios, bars, a café and a brasserie. 

5 7.2 Other Schemes and Initiatives

King’s Place
Another centre of excellence, due to open in 2008, is the new king’s place development in london’s 
king’s Cross. king’s place will become the home of a new Contemporary music Centre and will 
house the following organisations:

 • Contemporary music network
 • spnm (society for the promotion of new music)
 • bmiC (british music information Centre)
 • ACmC (African and Caribbean music Circuit)
 • sonic Arts network
 • ComA (Contemporary music making for Amateurs)
 • nmC (new music Record label)
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the building, where the Guardian newspaper, london sinfonietta and the orchestra of the Age 
of enlightenment will also be based, will feature a range of stunning facilities, including a 400-
seat auditorium, various education and workshop spaces and facilities, bars, cafés, restaurants 
and a permanent sculpture collection. it is envisaged that this landmark project will create a new 
resource for contemporary music and will set a new standard for supporting the creative music 
industry.

Youth Music 
youth music is a uk-based charity, which has spearheaded a number of highly successful education 
initiatives since its inception in 1999. it was set up to provide high quality and diverse music-making 
opportunities for 0-18 year olds. it targets young people living in areas of social and economic 
need that might otherwise lack opportunity. it predominantly supports activities outside of school 
hours. the organisation has three main roles: funding agency, development agency and advocate. 
youth music receives £10m a year national lottery funding through Arts Council england. it has 
also levered in more than £13.7m in partnership funding from other sources. 

Contemporary Music Network
since its inception in 1971, Cmn has become a major international player in terms of quality 
contemporary music touring programmes. each spring it presents a programme of between 
ten and twelve touring projects from applications submitted by artists agents, ensembles and 
producers. it aims to make each season’s programme as eclectic as possible and arranges each 
tour to visit at least six towns or cities. its programme covers a wide range of genres from classical 
to jazz, world music to electronica, experimental to improvised, avant folk to avant pop. many 
of the events also include multi-media elements. the concerts are subsidised and promoters are 
given substantial additional support in terms of free marketing material, programmes, pR and 
national advertising. 

Spnm
founded in 1943, spnm (society for the promotion of new music) is a membership organisation 
for those interested in or involved in new music. spnm aims to serve, inspire, educate and bring 
together composers, performers and audiences. it promotes the creation, performance and 
appreciation of contemporary music through a range of unique opportunities and services. in 
particular spnm is committed to finding the best of the next generation of composers and has 
launched the careers of many of the uk’s leading composers. from catwalk to concert hall, 
working in theatres, galleries, night-clubs, cinemas and even in power stations, spnm seeks to 
showcase their talents in ever-broader and more exciting environments. one of its schemes is of 
particular interest: sound inventors is an award-winning programme of composition projects for 
young people aged between 12 and 18. led and inspired by leading uk composers and musicians, 
it takes place in locations across the uk and enables participants to engage with writing and 
devising their own music.

British Music Information Centre
the british music information Centre (bmiC) specialises in support for the contemporary classical 
sector and offers a range of services to composers and others. it has recently developed a successful 
new music touring series, The Cutting Edge Series. this was originally a concert programme 
featuring young composers’ works performed by a range of new music ensembles, that took 
place at the warehouse in waterloo, london. following the success of the series, bmiC sought 
and received funding from Arts Council england and the pRs foundation to enable touring of 
the same or similar programmes across england and to develop a touring network of promoters 
committed to this area of work. 
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New audiences
in 1998/99, the british Government made £5m available over two years through the (then) Arts 
Council of england to develop new audiences in hard-to-reach communities. the mechanism 
through which this initiative was delivered was ‘Challenge’. funded organisations and collateral 
institutions (e.g. local authorities) were invited to develop schemes that could act as pilots and 
promised a level of sustainability. in many cases, these were developed through partnerships 
between arts and other organisations. the project was highly successful, being renewed and 
influencing numerous other publicly and privately-funded schemes. whilst the english model 
operated across a wide range of arts and crafts, the principle would be readily transferable to a 
scheme focused on a particular artform or a sector within an artform.
 

5.� seCtion summARy 

An overview of aspects of state support for contemporary music in denmark, finland, scotland, 
norway and holland has been presented in this chapter, together with details of initiatives in 
england. evidence of strong commitment to the development of the sector is demonstrated 
through a variety of policy and support mechanisms. examples of initiatives and good practice 
include: a dedicated fund for contemporary music commissioning (holland); significant local 
authority and city funding for professional orchestras and concerts (holland, finland, norway); 
extensive support for music education of performers and composers (finland, denmark and 
norway); organisations and centres dedicated to promotion of contemporary music (holland and 
denmark); significant financial support for bursaries, residencies, professional development and 
touring (england, scotland); purpose-built concert halls (holland, england); targeted support for 
publications and recording (holland); and cross-party political support (scotland).



Section 6: findingS and concluSionS

6.� intRoduCtion

An overview of key findings from this study is presented in this chapter. findings and conclusions 
in respect of the structure of the contemporary music sector in ireland and current public support 
provision for the sector are first outlined. An overview of key findings and good practice from 
international experience in europe is then presented. finally, findings and conclusions on future 
sector needs are outlined.

6.� Aim And methodoloGy

the aim of the study was to review policy and grant programmes in support of contemporary 
music; to conduct a needs assessment for irish contemporary music in a national and international 
context; and to outline strategic development issues for the sector in ireland.

the review involved extensive consultation with individual practitioners, practitioner organisations 
and other stakeholders in ireland and internationally, through a combination of a postal (email) 
survey, telephone and face-to-face interviews. desk research was also undertaken, particularly to 
review Arts Council support programmes and international experience

6.3 ContempoRARy musiC seCtoR stRuCtuRe And suppoRts

The sector
the contemporary music sector comprises individual composers and performers, orchestras, 
ensembles, chamber groups, festivals, promoters and resource organisations. Contemporary 
music is included in the repertoire of three orchestras, five ensembles and five chamber groups 
in ireland. there are four specific contemporary music festivals and four others that include a 
strong contemporary music element. professional training in performance is provided through a 
number of educational institutions, including the universities and some institutes of technology. 
the contemporary music sector receives support from the Arts Council and local authorities. two 
key resource organisations for the sector are the Contemporary music Centre (CmC) and the 
Association of irish Composers; both have primarily an information role but CmC is active also in 
promotion and recording.

Public policy and support
the Arts Council allocated revenue funding of a565,000 in 2005 to seven organisations dedicated 
to contemporary music, over half of which was allocated to the Contemporary music Centre. 
funding of a3 million was allocated to a further twelve organisations whose activities include 
significant contemporary music; these included the irish Chamber orchestra, music network and 
the national Chamber Choir.

findings from this review indicate that contemporary music has lagged behind other artforms 
in securing a valued position in the irish arts world. there is a perception that contemporary 
practice in other artforms commands more public attention and resources than contemporary 
music does. there has been an absence to date of specific public policy and advocacy for the 
development of contemporary music and its audiences. ireland still lacks a credible contemporary 
music performing infrastructure, and few if any performers spend most of their professional lives 
performing new music. 

Support for composers and composition
Arts Council funding is important to practitioners. bursaries, commissions, and travel and mobility 
awards are key support mechanisms for individual artists in the contemporary music sector; 
however, the level of funding and size of awards is generally felt to be insufficient, particularly in 
respect of the costs of commissioning and producing. 

6�
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Information and archiving
the Arts Council funds the information and archiving side of contemporary music to a much higher 
level than performance and production. the establishment and resourcing of the Contemporary 
music Centre (CmC), was a major Arts Council initiative and its work in documenting and archiving 
the sector is widely acclaimed. however, there is a perception amongst practitioners that CmC 
focuses its support on a comparatively narrow sphere of the contemporary music sector.

Support for performance
there has been less Arts Council support to date for performance and production. practitioners 
are dissatisfied with current performance opportunities in ireland, with publishing, recording and 
distribution systems, and with the range of ensembles and their repertoire. promoters receive 
little support to produce creative music events and are rarely able to break even financially on 
contemporary music events. this is a deterrent to even the most dedicated contemporary music 
promoters. 

Aside from a small number of dedicated promoters, the main body of organisations working in 
music appear wary of programming contemporary music. Audience resistance has been a key 
factor in this. some organisations and local authorities have taken active and innovative approaches 
and sporadic examples of strong audience demand exist. however, many local authorities, multi-
disciplinary venues, events and festivals still avoid programming contemporary music completely. 

Venues
there are few venues in ireland designed specifically for the performance of music, apart from a 
handful of major concert halls. promoters, performers and audiences have to make do with the 
local facilities available and these are often less than ideal in terms of facilities, comfort, flexibility, 
acoustics and presentation possibility. 

Publication and recording
the absence of a national record or publishing company with sufficient interest in or commitment 
to contemporary music is a major difficulty for the sector. virtually no composers are able to 
disseminate their work in a satisfactory way and only a small number are able to find international 
companies prepared to sign them. it is clear, however, that new technology and the internet 
are currently changing the face of the international music industry regardless of genre. the irish 
contemporary music sector will need to harness the emerging tools of the 21st century in order 
to achieve the necessary dissemination; the internet and connected distribution mechanisms are 
developing rapidly and further research in this area could provide ideas for ways forward.

Education
the music education system in ireland has been identified as lacking certain vital elements to 
help develop this sector and its public. practitioners are dissatisfied with the current levels of 
opportunities for formal education, and ongoing training. opportunities for employment in the 
contemporary music sector are also felt to be particularly limited.

6.4 inteRnAtionAl CAse studies

Public policy and funding
the review has found long-standing and substantial commitment to supporting contemporary 
music in all of the countries reviewed: denmark, finland, scotland, norway, holland and england. 
most european countries have a range of public policies and funding programmes designed to 
support the development of contemporary music alongside the cultural heritage side of the music 
practice. All the countries surveyed demonstrated a strong commitment to the contemporary 
music sector and were achieving a healthy balance between keeping the traditional alive and 
celebrating the new. 



Support for composers and commissioning
in each of the countries considered, commissions are a crucially important element, coming from 
a multitude of sources. nearly all commissions are funded by the public purse, either directly 
or indirectly and with varying degrees of ‘strings attached’. one common problem identified 
throughout the research is the problem of achieving further performances after the initial 
premiere. bursaries have been effective support mechanisms for composers (scotland, finland). 
the structuring of funding programmes to encourage the inclusion of commissions as integral 
elements of touring programmes has also been successful (Arts Council, england).

Support for performance
funded ensembles throughout the countries surveyed are presenting more programmes that are 
attractive to both international and local audiences. All the countries surveyed invest considerable 
money into contemporary music ensembles and many of these are becoming successful 
international names. there are several examples of subsidised touring networks taking active roles 
in developing audiences for contemporary music across europe at home and abroad. 

Venues
Contemporary music across europe is being performed in an extremely wide variety of venues and 
performance spaces, including concert halls, arts centres, churches, art galleries, industrial spaces, 
university buildings, historic buildings, and shopping centres. the new concert halls being built 
offer increasingly versatile, flexible and near-perfect acoustic performance spaces with numerous 
facilities for performers and audiences alike. 

Education 
music education is widely acknowledged as being one of the most crucial tools in developing 
new generations of composers, performers and audiences. initiatives to improve the quality and 
availability of musical experiences to young people in scotland and in england have generated 
rewards in a relatively short time. in finland, the long-term investment in music education is seen 
as fundamental to the health and dynamism of the country’s contemporary music sector.

Information centres and archiving
the majority of european music information Centres provide substantial archives, and offer 
information, advice and support to composers across a wider range of genres within the creative 
music sector than purely contemporary classical practitioners. fimiC in finland has a separate 
officer for each genre of music (including traditional music). 

Publications and recordings
in some countries, music information Centres act as publishers for certain composers; but most 
composers rely on support from specific publishing companies, record companies or distribution 
companies. in some countries, such as denmark and holland, the state has acknowledged that the 
commercial sector alone is an inadequate mechanism to support the dissemination of new work. 
to redress this state-supported companies such as dacapo in denmark and mGn in holland have 
enabled numerous composers to have their work published, recorded and distributed throughout 
the world. however, it is now emerging that state support is being gradually withdrawn from 
some of these companies and it is questionable whether these models are viable as long-term 
funding commitments. 

Audiences 
A number of countries have prioritised audience development to encourage as many people as 
possible to participate in and experience the lesser-known arts. Cross-fertilisation with other music 
genres is one of the most significant developments in audience development throughout europe. 
increasingly, contemporary music programmes feature classical music alongside jazz, world, 
folk and other genres in addition to other art forms such as sculpture, dance, video, film, and 
installations. festivals are diversifying their programmes to encourage as many people as possible 
to experiment with the unknown. indeed, in europe, festivals are thriving and are one of the 
biggest growth factors in this sector.
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6.5 futuRe seCtoR development 

Sector development needs
individual practitioners, resource organisations and other stakeholders consulted for the review 
identified a wide range of sector development needs. needs identified by stakeholders related 
primarily to public policy and funding for contemporary music; supports for composers, performers 
and performances; promotion and marketing; education and outreach; and for changes to Arts 
Council funding mechanisms. specific needs identified included: 

 • clear policy and funding allocation for contemporary music; policy and advocacy 
   initiatives to raise the sector’s profile, and counter negative public perceptions 
   about contemporary music; 
 • increased supports for performance and production; including the need for a 
    specific building for contemporary music/arts events in dublin; 
 • targeted support programmes for contemporary music to include composer 
    residencies, bursaries, and funding for concert touring. funding for performance 
    should take into account rehearsal time and production costs.
 • higher level financial awards; capital funding for materials; revenue funding 
    allied to commitment to commissioning of new work; increased flexibility in Arts 
    Council funding programmes and applications processes. 
 • support for publication projects and recordings, including development of a music 
    portal; more pro-active promotion of contemporary music concerts abroad; 
 • increased provision of continuing training opportunities including workshops and 
   master-classes for performers, contemporary music marketing and pR training 
   for managers; and support for increased networking opportunities.

Strategy development
the review findings indicate that public policy and support for contemporary music to date in 
ireland has often been reactive rather than strategic. the review of experience in the six case-study 
countries in europe has demonstrated that commitment to a broad range of policy approaches and 
initiatives is integral to effective development of a contemporary music sector. A comprehensive 
and integrated strategy is required to foster future development of the contemporary music sector 
in ireland. based on the findings of this review six key areas should be prioritised and targeted in 
a development strategy for the sector, as follows:

 • support for performers (including ensembles), composers, and promoters
 • advocacy for and promotion of contemporary music 
 • recording and publication
 • audience development
 • music education
 • policy, partnership development, and Arts Council practice.
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appendix �: note on methodoloGy

A1.1 Compilation of review population
in order to identify the ‘population’ to be studied within this review it was necessary to compile 
a data-base on contemporary music practitioners and relevant practitioner, resource and other 
stakeholder organisations. this data-base was compiled by the Arts Council through discussion 
with the Contemporary music Centre, the Association of irish Composers, Aosdána, the young 
Composers Collective, and the irish music Rights organisation. the main categorisations used in 
compiling the population were:

 • practitioner organisations 
 • Composers – based in ireland and registered with CmC: and other composers
    resident in ireland and not registered with CmC
 • individual performers/musicians
 • other external stakeholder organisations
 • educational institutions

the breakdown of the population according to the various categories is shown in table A1.

Table A1. Contemporary music sector stakeholder population

Category    sub-category      number

Composers   Registered with CmC       99

performers            68

practitioner organisations Resource organisations       6

    performing organisations
    (including RtÉ)        10

    festivals         6

    promoter/venue        5

    producing touring organisation      3

    Journal/newspaper        5

    other          1

other stakeholder   Government bodies, local authorities     13
organisations    (sample of six), and professional 
    representative organisations

educational institutions third-level         10

A list of all of the organisations that participated in the study is provided in Appendix 2. the names 
of individual practitioners who contributed to the study are not listed for confidentiality reasons 

A1.2 Practitioner postal survey and response rates
A questionnaire-based postal (email) survey was undertaken of individual practitioners and 
practitioner organisations as part of the data collection process. the survey population was drawn 
from the data-base described above. Questionnaires were sent to all individual performers and 
practitioner organisations listed in the data-base. Questionnaires were sent to seventy composers, 
known to be living in ireland and for whom contact details were available. Questionnaires were 
sent by email; where email addresses were not available questionnaires were sent by post. details 
of the numbers surveyed and the response rates are shown in table A2:
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Table A2. Postal survey of practitioners – response rate

practitioner          no. of questionnaires    no. of questionnaires   percentage
type                                     sent               returned           returned

Composer            70       27                  39%      
individual performer           68         6                   9%

practitioner organisation           31                  15                 48%

total           169                  48                 28% 

there was an overall response rate of 28% to the postal/email survey. however, as shown in 
table A2, there were differences in response rates from different segments of the contemporary 
music community. in particular, there was a very low response rate for performers. since individual 
performers are not eligible for most Arts Council funding programmes, this review may not have 
been seen to be directly relevant for them. by contrast, composers are eligible for many direct 
awards and more responded. it should also be noted that, although half the organisations did 
not reply formally to the questionnaires, they willingly responded when consulted through the 
stakeholder interview process, wherein they made a more nuanced contribution. 

A1.3 Stakeholder consultation
An extensive consultation process with a range of stakeholder organisations provided in-depth 
qualitative information for the review. the Arts Council supplied the list of organisations for 
consultation. personal interviews were carried out with representatives of fifty stakeholder 
organisations in ireland. twelve of these interviews were carried out face-to-face and 38 by 
telephone. practitioner organisations, included in the postal survey, were in some cases also 
interviewed as part of the stakeholder consultation. the interviews elicited factual information 
about the individual organisations and informed opinion about the state of contemporary music 
in ireland and mechanisms for developing it. each interview was tailored to the nature of the 
individual organisation. in-depth interviews were also carried out with four individual practitioners. 
interviews were also completed with representatives of seven international organisations
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appendix �: liSt of oRganiSationS conSulted

organisations      persons 

iRelAnd 

Aosdána       Roger doyle

Arts Council        Claire doyle

Arts Council        diego fasciati

Arts Council        fergus sheil

Arts Council        James Conway

Arts Council        John o’kane

Arts Council        liz Culloty

Arts Council        maria Johnston

Arts Council        oliver dowling

Arts Council        paul Johnson

Arts Council        seamus Crimmins

Arts Council        una mcCarthy

Association of irish Composers     John mclachlan

Con tempo string Quartet     Jane o’leary 

Concorde        Jane o’leary

Contemporary music Centre     eve o’kelly

Contemporary music Centre     Johnathan Grimes

Contemporary music Centre     karen hennessy

Cork County Council      ian mcdonagh

Cork international Choral festival    John fitzpatrick

Crash ensemble      mary hickson

Culture ireland       micheal Ó súilleabháin

deAf (dublin electronic Arts festival)    eamonn doyle

dublin institute of technology     brid Grant

dun laoghaire institute for Art design and technology Jim divine

dun laoghaire/Rathdown County Council   sarah searson

forum for music in ireland     Joseph Ryan

Galway City Council      James harrold

irish Chamber orchestra     John kelly

irish Composition summer school    helen haughey

irish independent music producers Association  Jane bolton

irish independent music producers Association  kathryn marsh

irish music Rights organisation    keith Johnson

irish Recorded music Association    Jessica fuller

irish world music Centre      prof m Ó súilleabháin

Journal of music in ireland     toner Quinn

louth County Council      brian harten

model Arts niland Gallery     Aoife flynn

moving on music      paul brown
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organisations      persons

music network       deirdre mcCrea

musicians union of ireland     John swift

national Chamber Choir     Celso Antunes

national Concert hall      Judith woodworth

national Concert hall      lucy Champion

national university of ireland     prof Gerard Gillen

note productions      Gary sheehan

o’Reilly theatre      mary hickson

opera theatre Company     Andrew mclellan

project Arts Centre      willie white

Royal irish Academy of music     Ciara higgins

RtÉ: living music festival     Gareth Costello

RtÉ: performing groups     brian o’Rourke

RtÉ: performing groups     niall doyle

sligo Contemporary music festival    ian wilson

south dublin County Council     orla scannell

the irish examiner      michael dungan

the irish times       michael dervan

the sunday tribune      ian fox

university College Cork     John Godfrey

university College dublin     dr wolfgang marx

waterford institute of technology    eric sweeney

waterford new music week     eric sweeney

west Cork music      francis humphrys

wexford County Council     Rosaleen molloy

young Composers Collective     david flynn

inteRnAtionAl

 

Arts Council england      hilary boulding

danish new music Centre     Jens horsving

finnish music information Centre    kai Amberla

musex, finland       paulina Ahokas

norwegian music information Centre    svein bjørkås

scottish Arts Council      nod knowles

scottish music Centre      Alasdair pettinger
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appendix 4: inteRnAtionAl CAse study web souRCes

denmark

the danish Arts Council www.kunststyrelsen.dk/df000c

the danish music Council www.musikraad.dk

danish new music Centre www.nymusikcenter.dk/info.html

danish music information Centre (miC) www.mic.dk

danish music Review www.danskmusiktidsskrift.dk/

danish Arts foundation www.kunststyrelsen.dk/3ae0029

denmark dk (danish political and Cultural overview) 

www.denmark.dk/portal/page?_pageid=374,478051&_dad=portal&_schema=poRtAl

snyk, the secretariat for Contemporary music (www.snyk.dk)

dvm state library of denmark dvm - the online music Research library of denmark

lms (live music in schools) lms - live music in schools

Athelas (Athelas sinfonietta Copenhagen) AthelAs sinfonietta Copenhagen

musikhost festival www.musikhost.dk

england

Arts Council england www.artscouncil.org.uk

Contemporary music network www.cmntours.org.uk

youth music www.youthmusic.org.uk

spnm www.spnm.org.uk

bmic www.bmic.co.uk

the sage Gateshead www.thesagegateshead.org

finland

Arts Council of Central finland www.kstaide.net

finnish music information Centre http://www.fimic.fi/

Contemporary music, media and mediation (Cmmm) (university of Jyväskylä) http://www.jyu.

fi/musica/cmmm/

finnish orchestral policy http://www.sinfoniaorkesterit.fi/engl/policy/policy.htm

virtual finland http://virtual.finland.fi/netcomm/news/showarticle.asp?intnwsAid=25821

holland

donemus http://www.donemus.nl/english/index.php

Gaudeamus www.gaudeamus.nl 

netherlands embassy http://www.netherlandsembassy.org/article.asp?articleref=AR00000299en

mr. Cees van leeuwen’s inaugural speech http://www.minocw.nl/toespraken/2002/028.html

muziekgebouw aan ’t iJ http://www.muziekgebouw.nl/uk/

Creative exchange http://www.creativexchange.org/html/library/dutchpol.html

welcome to the netherlands (government portal) http://www.culturalpolicies.net/

http://www.kunststyrelsen.dk/df000c
http://www.musikraad.dk
http://www.nymusikcenter.dk/info.html
http://www.mic.dk
http://www.danskmusiktidsskrift.dk
http://www.kunststyrelsen.dk/3ae0029
http://www.denmark.dk/portal/page?_pageid=374,478051&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL
http://www.snyk.dk
http://www.musikhost.dk
http://www.artscouncil.org.uk
http://www.cmntours.org.uk
http://www.youthmusic.org.uk
http://www.spnm.org.uk
http://www.bmic.co.uk
http://www.thesagegateshead.org
http://www.kstaide.net
http://www.fimic.fi
http://www.jyu.fi/musica/cmmm
http://www.jyu.fi/musica/cmmm
http://www.sinfoniaorkesterit.fi/engl/policy/policy.htm
http://virtual.finland.fi/netcomm/news/showarticle.asp?intNWSAID=25821
http://www.donemus.nl/english/index.php
http://www.gaudeamus.nl
http://www.netherlandsembassy.org/article.asp?articleref=AR00000299EN
http://www.minocw.nl/toespraken/2002/028.html
http://www.muziekgebouw.nl/uk
http://www.creativexchange.org/html/library/dutchpol.html
http://www.creativexchange.org/html/library/dutchpol.html
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norway

norwegian music information Centre www.mic.no/mic.nsf/home/kunstmusikk

ny musikk www.nymusikk.no/english/

norwegian official Cultural site www.norway.org.uk/culture/music/contemp/contemporary.htm

norway Cultural profile www.culturalprofiles.org.uk/norway/directories/norway_Cultural_profile/-2317.

html

bergen festival www.bergen-guide.com/866.htm

Riksconcertene www.riksconcertene.no

Scotland

scottish music Centre www.scottishmusiccentre.com

scottish Arts Council www.scottisharts.org.uk

scottish executive www.scotland.gov.uk

scottish library & information Council www.slainte.org.uk

scotland’s Culture www.scotlandsculture.org/

sound festival www.sound-scotland.co.uk

nemis www.culturalprofiles.org.uk/scotland/units/193.html

distil www.distil.org.uk/distil5.htm

general sites

international portal for new music information Centres (www.musicnavigator.org)

european Conference of promoters of Contemporary music http://www.ecpnm.com/

Cultural policies in europe www.culturalpolicies.net

http://www.mic.no/mic.nsf/home/kunstmusikk
http://www.nymusikk.no/english
http://www.norway.org.uk/culture/music/contemp/contemporary.htm
http://www.culturalprofiles.org.uk/norway/Directories/Norway_Cultural_Profile/-2317.html
http://www.culturalprofiles.org.uk/norway/Directories/Norway_Cultural_Profile/-2317.html
http://www.bergen-guide.com/866.htm
http://www.riksconcertene.no
http://www.scottishmusiccentre.com
http://www.scottisharts.org.uk
http://www.scotland.gov.uk
http://www.slainte.org.uk
http://www.scotlandsculture.org
http://www.sound-scotland.co.uk
http://www.culturalprofiles.org.uk/scotland/Units/193.html
http://www.distil.org.uk/distil5.htm
http://www.musicnavigator.org
http://www.ecpnm.com
http://www.ecpnm.com
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appendix 5:     Questions inCluded in postAl 
   QuestionnAiRe suRvey (ComposeRs)

Composers, individual performers and practitioner organisations were surveyed through a postal/
email survey. similar information was sought for each group of respondents, with necessary 
adaptions to the questionnaire, as appropriate. the questions below are those used in the composer 
questionnaire. Copies of the questionnaires for performers and practitioner organisations are 
available from the Arts Council.

a. Respondent details
 
 1  name
 2  Address
 3  As a composer, are you a member of/affiliated to any representative organisation 
     (please mark box)?

  Contemporary music Centre   
  Association of irish Composers  
  Aosdána     
  musicians union    
  Another representative organisation 

b. work

 1  please indicate approximately how much of your working time you spend 
     composing (please mark appropriate box).
 2  would you devote more professional time to composing if circumstances allowed?
 3  in your working life, what (if any) other activities are you involved in?

  teaching music    
  performing music
  other musical activity (including voluntary) 
  other arts work 
  non-arts work 
  non-music voluntary work 
  unemployed 

 4  from where have your composing opportunities originated over the past five 
     years (please mark appropriate boxes)? please indicate rough percentages.

  dublin 
  Cork 
  limerick 
  Galway 
  other (within Republic of ireland) 
  northern ireland 
  international 
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 5  what (if any) barriers to working in contemporary music have you experienced 
     (please mark all appropriate boxes)? if none, proceed to question 5.

  lack of available work    
  lack of funding for work   
  insufficient income from work 
  domestic or personal reasons  
  other (please give details in box below)  

 6  does your work in contemporary music provide your primary or your 
         secondary income source?

c. funding

 1  have you received a commission from any of the following sources in the past 
     five years (please mark appropriate boxes)? 
     for any ‘yes’ answers, please give details in the box below the relevant source.

  Arts Council (through performer/organisation)    
  RtÉ          
  local Authority (Republic of ireland)    
  performer/ensemble (Republic of ireland)    
  venue/Arts Centre (Republic of ireland)     
  festival/event/promoter (Republic of ireland)   
  other Arts organisation (Republic of ireland)    
  education establishment (Republic of ireland)    
  non Arts organisation (Republic of ireland)    
  northern ireland source      
  international source 
       
 2  have you received any other kinds of funding towards composition in the past 
     five years?
     for any ‘yes’ answers, please give details in the box below the relevant source.

  Aosdana Cnuais        
  bursary         
  scholarship         
  stipend          
  trust Grant         
  other  
        
 3  please advise if you have ever applied for the following Arts Council bursaries, 
     awards and schemes, indicating the success or not of the application. if you 
     have applied more than once, please refer to your most recent application. if you 
     wish, please use the box under each heading to offer short comments about the 
     relevant scheme.

  Commissions
  projects
  bursaries
  Recording Grant
  Residencies
  professional development and training
  travel and mobility
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  maconchy fellowship
  marten toonder Award*
  macaulay fellowship*

*Although the marten toonder Award (2003) and the macaulay fellowship (2004) were honorific awards, 
previous awards were made on the basis of applications.

 4  please use the space below to describe additional types of funding supports that 
     the Arts Council should provide:
 5  please use the space below to describe additional supports (apart from funding) 
     that the Arts Council should provide:

d. infrastructure

on the following range of topics, please indicate how satisfied you are with current provision 
for contemporary music in the Republic of ireland, rating each issue from 1 – 5 according to the 
following scale:

  5 = very satisfied
  4 = Relatively satisfied
  3 = neither satisfied nor unsatisfied
  2 = Relatively unsatisfied
  1 = very unsatisfied

please use the box under each issue to offer explanatory notes if you wish. feel free to write as 
much, or as little as you wish, continuing on a separate page if necessary.

   1  public policy towards contemporary music
   2  Range of performers and performing ensembles (including repertoire)
   3  Quality of performances
   4  Range of performance opportunities including second performances (concert 
       series, festivals, promoters etc)
   5  Quality of venues
   6  opportunities for education/outreach/community programmes
   7  provision of music information and advice
   8  national and international promotion of irish work
   9  Archiving and documentation
 10  music publishing and recording
 11  formal education and training opportunities
 12  informal training (eg in-service, mentoring, masterclasses)
 13  employment opportunities
 14  networking opportunities

e. your vision

please describe how you would like to see the contemporary music scene develop in ireland from 
the following points of view:

  for the public:
  for the performer:
  for the composer:
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